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Vast High-Tech Spy System
ECHELON
Snoops Wherever It Pleases
Editor’s note: The following superb information has
been on our stack of things to share with you since
its December 10, 1998 posting on the Internet by
SPOTLIGHT newspaper. Longtime CONTACT readers
are well aware of past discussions of the technologies
described herein, but this particular outlay really
brings the subject to life with a good array of downto-Earth information. The idea that Big Brother is
“watching” us this closely brings to mind disturbing
questions beyond surveillance—to mind control itself!
See p.11 for more on that subject.
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CHRIS PETHERICK

HOW GOVERNMENT
SPIES ON YOU
Nothing is private anymore, as a vast spying system, known as
Echelon, can intercept everything from your most conf idential
(Please see Vast High-Tech Spy System ECHELON, p.7)
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A Note To Our Inquiring Readers
It has recently come to my attention that
some readers mistakenly assume that Doris
Ekker (Dharma) is responsible for any and all
“received” messages in the pages of
CONTACT. This error is partly my oversight
from being “too close to the trees to see the
forest” clearly. That is, I am very aware of
who writes what, just from familiarity with
writing styles and from processing the various
messages, and I thus overlook the possibility
that others may not be able to easily discern
differences.
Let me make it very clear that Dharma has
been in the Philippines and Malaysia since
early August of 1998 and, unless otherwise
noted, only those “received” writings which
have a by-line of “Hatonn” have been scribed
by Dharma.

The other Higher Teachers, whose messages
you enjoy in these pages, choose who they wish
to utilize as their scribe, and this varies from
writing to writing and week to week, presently
within a small group of “high-fidelity” publicmessage receivers who have long been in
training for their job and have always wished to
remain in the background—allowing the
exquisite, multi-faceted messages from the
various Master Teachers to speak for
themselves.
This reminds me to remind any of you who
are particularly interested that a comprehensive
discussion of the “receiving” process occurs in
several locations within the book called
WISDOM OF THE RAYS: The Masters Teach,
Volume I.
And that reminds me to let all of you know,

The News Desk

who have been patiently inquiring about
Volume II in the WISDOM OF THE RAYS
series, that this project is very close to
publication now—weighing in at around 500
pages of dynamite writings from many of the
Master Teachers!
Stay tuned for more information concerning
this new book as it finally becomes available.
As those of you who know how the “physics”
works can readily appreciate, there has been
much in the way of adversarial intrusions to try
to derail the finished product. But, just as with
the production of Volume I, nothing will stop
the Volume II project from reaching a
successful completion—for NOW is the time
for The Great Awakening. Hang on and
enjoy!
— Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief
MALAYSIA BOUNCING
SAYS PM

BACK,

From the INTERNET, 1/29/99: [quoting]
by Tan Kah Peng

2/6/99

DR. AL OVERHOLT

GOLD BECOMES RUSSIA’S
LATEST LIVE CURRENCY
From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 1/29/99:
[quoting]
Russia’s largest bank has begun buying gold
from the general public, offering people a new
alternative to the ever-sagging ruble.
“We are the first (commercial bank) to
begin buying gold from the general public. It
has now become an absolutely liquid
commodity on the market,” said Andrei
Chistikov of Sberbank, which has nearly 80
percent of Russia’s private bank accounts.
Thursday, the first day on which Sberbank
offered this new service produced no sellers,
but Chistikov on Friday blamed intense media
interest for that. Would-be sellers were
unwilling to be filmed selling gold, he said.
The bank had advised sellers to return later,
and bought its first 60 grams from an individual
on Friday.
Until now Russians could buy gold from
commercial banks—after paying a hefty 20
percent purchase tax. And it was theoretically
possible to resell gold at a bank, but in practice
none would take it.
An official at Rossiisky Kredit bank said
costs incurred by the need to test that the gold
was genuine meant they had not been prepared
to buy. But Chistikov said Sberbank was large
enough to be able to carry out the tests without
charge.
“Until now there was nowhere to put gold,
it just lay there,” Chistikov said. “You could
make gold teeth from it or give it to a jeweler
to make gold jewelry, but now it has become a
live currency.”
The need for a haven for savings has never
been greater in Russia as the ruble’s value

continues to slide.
Just over four months ago, little more than
six rubles would buy a dollar. Now the same
greenback costs nearly 23 rubles at the official
rate, and more at the many exchange offices
that have sprung up recently.
Russia’s banking system was paralyzed when
the ruble was devalued in August, and hundreds
of banks went out of business.
Many Russians were already deeply
suspicious of keeping cash in banks following
the sharp drop in the value of the ruble in the
years immediately after the breakup of the
Soviet Union.
Throughout the late Soviet period a dollar
was worth less than one ruble at the official
rate. By the end of 1997 the dollar bought
around 6,000 rubles.
At that point the government lopped three
naughts off the currency and relaunched it in
January 1998. But many Russians were already
keeping their savings at home in dollars.
By some estimates, between $30 billion and
$60 billion in dollar bills is in private hands in
Russia. That compares with gold and foreign
currency reserves of $11.6 billion held by the
central bank on Jan. 22.
The launch of the euro at the beginning of
the year led to a rash of speculation in the
Russian media as to whether that currency
would replace the dollar as the favored
alternative to the ruble.
Gold’s entry into the market as a fully
tradable savings instrument provides yet another
escape route.
Nobody knows how much gold is in private
hands.
“In 1998 we sold in the order of 130 kg of
gold,” said Sberbank’s Chistikov. “But other
commercial banks have also sold gold. How
much is in the hands of the public overall we
just don’t know.” [End quoting]
Very interesting development.

DAVOS: Malaysia is bouncing back from
the brink of an economic disaster because of the
measures taken to protect the country against
currency traders, says Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad.
Imposing selective exchange controls and
stopping the “stock market raiders” played a
major role in this recovery, the Prime Minister
told a working lunch yesterday at the World
Economic Forum here.
“It cannot be a coincidence that the healthy
economic indicators began to show almost
immediately after (exchange and capital)
controls were imposed in September 1998,” he
said.
Foreign reserves had gone up to US$27bil,
the stock market had risen from a low of 260
to about 600 at present and interest rates
lowered, said Dr. Mahathir, pointing to growing
domestic business confidence.
He said apart from the currency traders and
stock market raiders, the country had to contend
with a hostile Western media, which was
accused of distorting facts and also not above
fabricating stories.
Dr Mahathir invited business leaders to visit
Malaysia to see the situation for themselves and
meet the managers of 100% foreign-owned
companies to find out how they were doing.
He described the financial crisis as the
“third great crisis” faced by the country, the
first being the communist terrorist threat and the
second, the May 13 riots.
Had the government not taken these
measures, he said, Malaysia would have gone
bankrupt and [been] forced to seek International
Monetary Fund (IMF) aid, which would mean
“allowing foreigners to take over Malaysian
banks, privatised utilities and firms”.
Dr. Mahathir criticised the IMF’s economic
prescriptions for Malaysia, such as using “its
Malaysian cronies” to raise interest rates,
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two fabrication plants there.
The bill also would bar the state and its
cities and counties from buying equipment
containing such systems, he said.
“Technology is advancing faster than our
laws,” May said. “Consumers deserve basic
privacy rights—even on the Internet.
“This technology will launch a new era of
information mining and allow anyone to build
detailed profiles on individuals,” he said. “It
will drive consumers away. Who likes being
watched while they shop?”
Santa Clara, Calif.-based Intel unveiled last
week its plan to include processor serial
numbers when it launches the Pentium III later
this quarter. Since then, the security feature has
caused an uproar among privacy advocates, who
argued the ID numbers would erode Internet
privacy and make it easier for companies to
track users for marketing purposes.
However, Intel said the serial numbers,
which application vendors could use to identify
a PC, would make the Internet and e-commerce
more secure.
Privacy groups launched this week a boycott
of Intel products until the chip giant drops the
feature from the Pentium III. The vendor then
decided to change the security feature so it
would be automatically disabled unless the user
turns it on.
An Intel spokesman said May does not
appear to understand how the security feature
works and how the company changed it this
week. Company executives were scheduled to
meet with May on Wednesday.
“We think once he understands the full
picture, he’ll probably change his position,” the
spokesman said.
May said many websites already have
announced plans to incorporate the processor
serial numbers into their products and services.
He said use of the processor serial numbers, in
effect, will not be optional.
“Imagine if every time you went to the mall,
you were required to provide a fingerprint at
every shop you entered, for every purchase you
make, even every time you went to the
bathroom. This is what Intel is asking you to
do,” May said. [End quoting]
The “elite” manipulators always try to use
their lame excuses for more control of us, but
it looks like they may come up against a brick
wall on this one and let’s sure hope so. We’ve
PENTIUM III CHIP
gotten along well without it up until now and
WILL ID YOU
we can continue to do so! Let these nosey
From
the
INTERNET,
< p a r a - hounds know that you won’t take this—contact
your politicians and Intel and tell them so!!
discuss@tje.net>, 1/29/99: [quoting]
If you buy a Pentium III and you value your
privacy, consider turning off the ID feature in
POISONING CIVILIANS
the chip.
IS LEGAL!
tighten credit and shorten the period of
classifying non-performing loans.
But two weeks before the crisis the IMF had
praised Malaysia for “managing the pressures
that result from high growth and of maintaining
a sound financial system amid capital flows and
a booming property market”.
The financial crisis in the East threatened
global trade, he said, and yet the IMF refused
to act against the currency speculators because
it wanted to uphold the capitalist system, seeing
it as a religion.
“Those who do not condemn the controls
outright ask us when we would lift it? They
admit that controls have helped to stablise and
revive the Malaysian economy but they insist
that they are retrogressive steps,” said Dr.
Mahathir.
“We see no reason to remove the currency
controls now.
The experience of Latin
(American) countries show that as soon as their
economies recover from the effects of attacks on
their currencies, the currency traders would
launch another attack with equally disastrous
results.
“Clearly as long as the international
financial regime allows the currency traders to
devalue currencies, there is no guarantee that
they will cease and desist simply because
financial reforms have been carried out
faithfully by governments.
“The controls will therefore remain in place
until the international community devise a new
financial regime which curbs the activities of
currency traders.
“In Hong Kong in 1997, I blamed the
currency traders. I have no reason to change
my mind. The world can do without their
destructive cattle-like behaviour.
“If they cannot be done away with they
should at least be regulated. Governments
which harbour them and claim that they cannot
control them should resign or be overthrown.”
Dr. Mahathir said Malaysia would not
recover fully until the global economy was
revived, but the world would not be able to do
so until it destroyed or curbed currency trading.
[End quoting]
It’s sure nice to see that some people are
wise enough to stand up to the gangsterbanksters and their thieving goonsquads.

Intel To Embed Serial Numbers
On Pentium III Chips
An Arizona lawmaker is proposing a ban on
the sale or manufacture of Intel’s upcoming
Pentium III processors in that state, arguing that
identification numbers in the chips would
undermine Internet privacy.
State Rep. Steve May (R-Phoenix) said in a
prepared statement Wednesday that he plans to
introduce legislation that would ban the sale
and manufacture of computer chips and
components
“containing
individualized
identification systems” in Arizona. Intel has
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From the INTERNET, 1/28/99: [quoting]
Someone just asked me if I had any proof
that the Feds have declared war on the
American people. Ian Goddard has just dug up
proof—right in the U.S. Code.... the military
can LEGALLY spray us with biological
weapons as long as local civilian officials are
notified 30 days in advance. Check this out...
Nice, eh?? Now, damnit, if you don’t take
precautions, don’t say I didn’t try to warn you.
I’m still waiting for USCMike1@aol.com to
get us more info on how we can defend against
Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical attacks.
Hopefully he’ll get back to us soon with more

information. A gas mask isn’t sufficient.
There’s some sort of protective full-body
suit that you have to also wear, but USCMike
still hasn’t told me where to get these, and I’m
hoping he will and that he’ll provide more
information about this.
From: I-am@symmetry.net
U.S. Code 50 (Chapter 32, Section 1520[b]1)
states that the Department of Defence MAY
“conduct any test or experiment involving the
use of any chemical or biological agent on
civilian populations” only if the DoD notifies
“local civilian officials” 30 days before testing
chemical or biological agents on U.S. civilians.
So you have the right to have some “civilian
officials” notified before you’re used in bio-war
experiments.
So we all have the legal right to be a
Guinea pig without knowing, so long as some
officials know.
Read this law at the Cornell University
library: <http://www4.law.cornell.edu/uscode/50/
1520.html>
This law was added to the U.S. Code in
1996. Why would federal law define a right for
the DoD to “conduct any test or experiment
involving the use of any chemical or biological
agent on civilian populations” (granted a few
officials know) if no such tests and experiments
were planned? It stands to reason that they are
planned!
Is this connected to reports of sickening
USAF-jet-spray?
USAF Jets Said To Be Spraying Something
That Sickens: <http://ens.lycos.com/ens/jan99/
1999L-01-12-01.html> <http://ens.lycos.com/ens/
jan99/1999L-01-08-05.html> [End quoting]
Haven’t we had enough of the “elite’s”
legalized poisoning—it’s been going on for
many, many years. And we have written about
this for years in these pages.
USGS

EARTHQUAKE

REPORT

From the INTERNET, 2/3/99: [quoting]
USGS Earthquake report
Date: Tue, 2 Feb 1999, 23:03:47 -0500
From: USGS Geologic Division <info@geowww.er.usgs.gov>
Magnitude 6.2 earthquake near TONGA
ISLANDS 20.20S, 174.36W depth 33.0km Wed
Feb 3 01:13:57 1999 GMT. [End quoting]
There was another 6-pointer just several
days ago but I have lost the location. The big
ones seem to be getting quite frequent.
WEIRD WEATHER
TO GET WEIRDER
From
the
INTERNET,
<paradiscuss@tje.net>, 1/28/99: [quoting]
Mexico City is the chosen location for
weather experimentation apparently. Electrified
antennas will shortly be established there and
used in an attempt to alter existing rainfall and
wind patterns by ionising the atmosphere. The
hope is that the anticipated effect will reduce
the heavily polluted air currently shrouding this
high-altitude city. Who knows, perhaps this
experiment is also designed to rid the skies of
other kinds of atmospheric pollution too—in the
form of UFOs?
The seemingly bizarre circular weather
patterns noted across various parts of the U.S.
in recent months may in fact represent a not-
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Jean-Claude Latombe at Stanford University has
developed small mobile robots that not only
watch targets but also work out their potential
escape routes. The robots can then position
themselves for an optimum view.
[End
quoting]
You’ve probably heard one of the “elite’s”
favorite phrases: “Nowhere to go and no place
to hide.”
This is pounded into their
brainwashed slaves (US) so that they don’t try
to escape. Here’s another phrase: “Smart as the
NORTH NORWAY SHIVERED
THROUGH THE COLDEST DAY fox, but gentle as the dove.”
THIS CENTURY
IMPLANTS ALLOW HUMANS
From
the
INTERNET,
<paraTO CONTROL COMPUTERS
discuss@tje.net>, 1/29/99: [quoting]
Thursday temperatures plunged to a boneFrom
the
INTERNET,
<parac h i l l i n g m i n u s 5 1 . 2 C e l s i u s ( m i n u s 6 0 . 2 discuss@tje.net>, 1/29/99: [quoting]
Fahrenheit).
An American scientist has entered the
People in the northern county of Finnmark, w o r l d o f s c i e n c e f i c t i o n b y i m p l a n t i n g
high above the Arctic Circle, were advised to electrodes in the brains of disabled people so
stay inside, keep well wrapped up and stay that they can control a computer by the power
moving if obliged to go out.
of thought.
Temperatures measured in Karasjok overnight
The implants have enabled two paralysed
at -51.2 Celsius were fractionally short of the all- people to move the cursor on the screen simply
time -51.4C (60.5F) record in 1886.
by thinking about moving part of their body.
“ T h i s i s t h e c o l d e s t d a y s i n c e t h e n , ” They were able to convey messages such as
meteorologist Haakon Melhuus told Reuters, “I’m thirsty” or “Please turn off the light” by
saying that temperatures were likely to creep pointing the cursor at different icons. The hope
higher in coming days with less frigid air i s t h a t e v e n t u a l l y p a t i e n t s w i l l b e a b l e t o
coming from the Norwegian Sea.
communicate complex ideas just by thinking
In extreme cold, people are advised not to about them.
wash their faces around the eyes—the only part
“If you can run a computer, you can talk to
of the body exposed—to help keep a natural the world,” said Dr. Ray Bakay, of Emory
protective layer of grease.
University in Atlanta, whose team developed the
One television report showed a man in North implants.
Norway throwing a cup of warm water in the
British Telecom Laboratories near Ipswich,
air—it turned to a cloud of ice crystals without UK, have also done research into implantable
a drop reaching the ground.
chips, including a memory chip which could
Melhuus noted that people in northern take data from the eye and store it for a
Finnmark lived in far better insulated homes computer. [End quoting]
than in 1886. “It’s only a problem if your car
This is a very useful technology when used
breaks down or you fall through the ice,” he for good purposes, but can you imagine how it
s a i d . “ A n d o f c o u r s e i t ’ s a s t r a i n f o r t h e can be used for the dark forces’ benefit?
elderly.”
The hardiness of people in the north
of Scandinavia is legendary.
One joke tells of a reporter
telephoning a woman at home in
Karasjok, saying:
“I hear the temperature’s at a record
low today.” The woman goes away to
check her thermometer, comes back and
ORDER
says: “No, it’s only minus 14.”
THE PAPER THAT
The reporter says: “Minus 14? I
heard it was minus 50.” The woman
replies: “Oh, you mean outside?” [End
quoting]
More signs of global warming?
unknown phenomenon. Checking UK doppler
radar websites I discovered that these circular
structures would appear to be what is described
as representing ‘Kelvin-Helmholtz billows’.
[End quoting]
Those who watch the day or night sky
regularly are going to be more frequently
observing strange phenomena resulting from the
experimentation Soltec was discussing last week.

GIVES YOU

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE NEWS

SMART
SURVEILLANCE
From the INTERNET,
New
Scientist,
10/17/98: [quoting]
Researchers in California have
created an Autonomous Observer, (AO)
robot that could be developed into a
surveillance system that follows a target
wherever it goes. Currently, other
systems can’t follow moving objects that
are trying to evade detection; if an
object disappears from view, the tracking
system loses it.
To overcome this, computer scientist

REPORTS ON EVENTS WHICH

ARE VITAL TO YOUR WELFARE
MAKE UP YOUR OWN MIND WHO IS
BEING HONEST WITH YOU—
THE ESTABLISHMENT MEDIA OR THE SPOTLIGHT

PRESIDENT

AL

GORE?

The following several items are from THE
SPOTLIGHT, 2/1/99: [quoting]
Vice President Al Gore is speaking at the
annual meeting of the World Economic Forum
in Switzerland, a multi-national, Bilderberg-type
affair in which various world leaders gather to
discuss such concepts as free trade and
globalization. According to reports, he will
then fly to London to meet with fellow-globalist
Tony Blair. [End quoting]
This sounds like foreboding news for Pres.
Hillary and her husband—on second thought,
maybe it’s good news for Hillary and she’ll be
able to shed Willy boy.
JAILBIRD
Landmark Legal Foundation, an ethics
watchdog group, has asked the Justice
Department to investigate Larry Flynt and his
“investigator”, Dan Moldea, for obstructing
justice in regard to the so-called “outing” of a
number of prominent Republicans.
The
complaint reads in part: “We believe Larry
Flynt and his private detective . . . are, and
have been, attempting to stop Republican
members of Congress from criticizing [Clinton]
during impeachment-trial proceedings by
threatening to disclose embarrassing personal
information purchased by Flynt.” If convicted,
Flynt stands to be fined $250,000 and/or serve
up to five years in jail. [End quoting]
Messing around with these professional
crooks is a dangerous game—even for Flynt!
PERSIAN

GULF

SYNDROME

II

A Navy sailor on his way to the Persian
Gulf was kicked off the USS Abraham Lincoln,
and eventually out of the military, in early
January for refusing on several occasions to be
inoculated with three anthrax vaccines. After a
sailor advocacy group became involved,
however, Hunter Bried’s discharge from the
military was changed to a “general under
honorable conditions” certificate. The Pentagon
admitted to the press that only a few
servicemen have refused the shots, but activists
put the figure at close to 100. [End quoting]
There have been quite a number of similar
reports, worldwide, by military people who are
daring to resist.
CONFISCATION
According to an ad placed by the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), 75 percent of
U.S. banknotes are contaminated with trace
amounts of cocaine. Drug-sniffing dogs are
reportedly trained to detect even small amounts
of drug residue, entitling law enforcement,
under current federal forfeiture laws, to
confiscate any cash the dogs detect. [End
quoting]
How long do you think they’d get away
with this if we’d only speak up?
POLICE

ABUSE

FORFEITURES

(YOUR WEEKLY NEWSPAPER FROM WASHINGTON SINCE 1975)

'

TO SUBSCRIBE—
call 1 (800) 522-6292 toll free.

'

A five-part series that ran in The
Kansas City Star alleged police in Kansas
City were keeping millions of dollars of
seized cash and assets intended to go to
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local public schools. According to the story,
local police were using a loophole that allowed
them to retain 80 to 90 percent of the
confiscated items totaling in the tens of millions
of dollars. [End quoting]
Reread previous comment!
CHRISTIANS NEED
APPLY

NOT

The German government has announced that
“American citizens” interned in World War II
German concentration camps will receive
reparations totaling between $14.4 and $24
million. According to published reports, “The
deal will benefit about 230 Jews who have not
received money from any previous reparation
settlement.” [End quoting]
Reread previous comment! Just how much
extortion will these ones get away with?
CULTURAL

STATEMENT

The most popular boy’s name in Texas and
California these days is not Joseph, Robert or
Michael. It’s José Pollsters account for the
popularity of the name due to the increase in
immigration from Central and South America
and high birth rates over the past several years.
Latinos are now the fastest growing minority in
the United States, expected to outnumber Blacks
as the largest by the next century. According
to President Clinton, by 2050 Whites will be a
minority in the United States. [End quoting]
The bigger question is what kind of a world
will José be living in?
“PC”

Social Security trust funds in the stock market.
“America is working again,” said the president,
sounding like anything but an impeachee. “The
promise of our future is limitless.”
Please stop that. Nothing is limitless in the
mass of electrons we call home. For once I
found myself in agreement with the aggressive
anti-government stance of the most conservative
Republicans. Bill Archer, the chairman of the
House Ways and Means Committee, spoke for
me this time when he reacted this way:
“Government-controlled investment in the
market is contrary to free enterprise, and it will
open the doors to all kinds of mischief
involving government dictates, favoritism and
cronyism.”
“Dangerous,” added Greenspan, the holdover
conservative chairman of the Federal Reserve,
reappointed by Clinton to calm markets and the
gamblers who invest in them. “I do not believe
that it is politically feasible to insulate such
huge funds from government direction.”
“Nuts” is the word I would have used. The
plan to invest $700 billion of Social Security
money in the market rather than in Treasury
bonds would, over 15 years, give the
government 4 percent of the shares in all of
American business, beginning with the largest of
our corporations, Microsoft and General
Electric. [End quoting]
Surely we want those “good and ethical”
politicians to have their clutches on all of our
billions of dollars of retirement funds so they
can go to the stock market and gamble with it
and buy all the influence they want by parceling
funds to all of their broker friends. Doesn’t
that really sound like the “perfect” solution?
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Monika and Rabu had failed to be model
parents to their male baby, Ramon, so a
Samsung executive, himself a new father, gave
the set in the hope that educational videos
might teach the orangutans how to care for their
offspring.
Rabu, the family’s patriarch, has become so
obsessed with the television which hangs outside
his cage that he has started to ignore his mate,
who in turn is feeling rejected and miserable.
Zoo officials have now curtailed viewing hours,
in the hope that Rabu will regain his attentive
nature and that Monika will resume her painting
career, cast aside in favour of the box.
Aleksandr Karpov, chief psychologist at the
Russian Ministry of Health, admitted that any
addiction to a lifeless object “can easily result
in a strong separation from reality”. He added
that anyone who spends a disproportionate
amount of time watching television or playing
computer games is likely to cut himself off
from communication with others, including his
own family, and he may become a defective
personality with one-sided development.
Rabu arrived in St. Petersburg from Antwerp
Zoo in 1997 and he and Monika had their
offspring on November 20. However, being
reared in captivity both parents had lost the
nurturing instincts necessary to raise their baby,
so he was removed to an incubator where he
was fed and looked after by zoo staff.
The zoo plans to appeal to American
primate centres for help. It also hopes to bring
in human mothers to demonstrate their skills to
the hapless orangutan. [End quoting]
And we think it doesn’t harm us or our
children? Maybe there’s a lesson here!

TALK
U.S.

The Internet version of Merriam-Webster
Inc.’s thesaurus was pulled from American
Online (AOL) recently while pejorative
synonyms for the word “homosexual” were
removed. Merriam-Webster, which markets the
computer version of its thesaurus, said this was
in keeping with their policy of eliminating any
words for groups that might be viewed as
“offensive”. As this paper went to press, the
thesaurus was still down. However, in spite of
Webster’s claims to being “politically correct”
on their AOL site, “whitey”, “cracker”,
“redneck” and “honkey” were included in their
on-line dictionary, referring to White men—
offensively. [End quoting]
The “elite” have their hand in every portion
of our society through subtle mind-control
techniques.

TROOPS URGED FOR
KOSOVO FORCE

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los
Angeles, 1/30/99: [quoting]
President Clinton’s top national security
advisers decided Friday that the United States
should commit several thousand ground troops
to an international force in Kosovo to monitor
any eventual cease-fire there, said administration
officials and members of Congress.
Administration officials were promoting the
plan around Capitol Hill on Friday before
discussing it with Clinton on Monday.
At the same time, the United States and its
allies, meeting Friday in London, ordered
Yugoslavian President Slobodan Milosevic and
leaders of the ethnic Albanian majority in
Kosovo to sit down to a tight schedule of peace
talks. NATO is expected to vote today to
authorize airstrikes against the Serbs if they do
A FEDERAL MARKET?
ARE
not agree to a political settlement of autonomy
YOU NUTS?
for Kosovo. [End quoting]
Another one of the “elite’s” methods to
Excerpted from
THE MODESTO BEE,
distract us from the Washington Soap Opera?
1/27/99: [quoting]
For reasons known but to God, the value of Or maybe to get more troops out of the U.S. for
Amazon.com’s stock dropped by more than 6 a big y2k bug disaster—possible takeover??
percent last Thursday, which meant it was worth
almost 50 percent less than it was a week or so
GOGGLE BOX DRIVES APE
ago. Yahoo dropped almost 8 percent the same
FAMILY APART
day and is worth 40 percent less than it was a
week ago.
F r o m T H E L O N D O N T I M E S, 1 / 6 / 9 9 :
Welcome to your new Social Security plan. [quoting]
I was almost as surprised as Alan Greenspan
A television, intended to provide help for an
when President Clinton, ticking down a laundry orangutan couple in St Petersburg Zoo, has
list of something for everybody in his State of turned them into telly addicts, the Moscow
the Union message, said he wanted to invest Times reported yesterday.

WOLFE HELPS SALES OF
ROMAN PHILOSOPHER
From THE MODESTO BEE, 1/24/99:
[quoting]
Epictetus is not likely to become a bestselling author, but, thanks to Tom Wolfe and
his best-selling A Man in Full, the first-century
Roman philosopher is enjoying a revival of
sorts.
HarperSanFrancisco has gone back to press
on two of Epictetus’ books—A Manual for
Living and The Art of Living.
In an interview in New York in November,
Wolfe said he got the idea for using Epictetus
after reading about an American pilot who was
shot down in Vietnam and sent to a POW camp.
“He mentioned that the only thing that had kept
him going in prison was the sketchy knowledge
of Epictetus that he’d gotten from a course at
the Naval Academy.”
Like the American pilot, Wolfe’s character
Conrad Hensley uses the teachings of Epictetus
to help him survive imprisonment. Reading a
copy of The Stoics, Hensley is profoundly
affected by Epictetus’ simple message: Each
man alone is totally responsible for his deeds
[emphasis mine].
The words were written 2,000 years ago, but
they are especially timely today, says Sharon
Lebell, a San Francisco writer who modernized
Epictetus’ archaic language for the two new
volumes.
“Suddenly it’s become fashionable to be a
decent person,” Lebell said. “The use of selfrestraint and judgment are being considered,
especially in the wake of the Clinton and
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Lewinsky debacle. There’s a collective moral
conversation going on now and people are less
interested in a spiritual search. They’re
searching for a moral compass.”
Epictetus, who was born a Roman slave,
offers a formula that sounds as if it were taken
from a New Age self-help book or Poor
Richard’s Almanac.
“Know what you can control and what you
can’t,” he advises. Other bits of wisdom:
“Seeking to please is a perilous trap”; and, one
that seems to discourage more sales of Wolfe’s
big novel, “Stay away from most popular
entertainment”. [End quoting]
Wouldn’t it be best to stick with the
spiritual search since the moral compass is part
and parcel of the spiritual path.

HERE’S
MAY

SEVERAL INTERNET
SITES YOU
WISH TO EXPLORE.

<http://www.spacescope.com/5.html> search
this whole site.
<http://www.mtshasta.com/homepage.html>
A live camera is focused on Mt. Shasta,
changing frequently.
<http://www.parascope.com/other/
userlinks.htm> There’s hundreds of links here.
<http://www.prs.net/midi.html#index> If you
like classical music or religious and Christmas
music there are thousands you can download
free.
Enjoy.
BAD

WE SEE A POSITIVE
INFLUENCE IN YOUR FUTURE
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 1/29/99:
[quoting]
Random Acts of Kindness Week is coming
soon, so start thinking kind thoughts.
Spearheaded by Sentinel columnist Dave Porter,
this worthy annual event arrives February 8.
Now’s the time to plan ways you can help
make Central Florida an even better place to
live for neighbors, friends, family and total
strangers. Who knows? If we all work
together, Random Acts of Kindness Week might
last all year-round. [End quoting]
Sounds like something all communities
should promote. What a change this could
make if all would join in this effort to promote
love and brotherhood!
FLORIDIANS SEEK TO STOP
SALE OF LICENSE PHOTOS
Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL,
1/29/99: [quoting]
But many are finding it hard to contact the
company that bought the pictures from the state.
You can ask to have your Florida drivers
license photo removed from the database of a
company planning to deliver it electronically to
retailers and others to prevent fraud.
But there’s no guarantee the New Hampshire
company that was the first to buy those
pictures—or any buyer to come later—will
comply with your request.
That’s because the state law that permits the
sale of photos from about 14 million Florida
drivers licenses and state identification cards
makes no provision for withholding any of them
for privacy reasons or otherwise.
The first company to take advantage of the
law—Image Data Corp.—has promised to
remove voluntarily the photo of anyone who
requests it, Janet Dennis, a spokeswoman for the
state Department of Highway Safety and Motor
Vehicles, said Thursday.
But contacting Image Data at its Nashua,
NH headquarters was an exercise in frustration
Thursday, when numerous attempts to reach it
by telephone failed to connect.
The company is also running into problems
in South Carolina, where its purchase of drivers
license photos is drawing fire from the state’s
new governor. [End quoting]
Don’t think this won’t happen to the
remaining states if it hasn’t already. The
answer, as you know by now, is to SPEAK UP!
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DAY

From the INTERNET, 2/2/99: [quoting]
From: C D Associates <cdassoc@frontier.net>
So you think you’ve had a bad day. The
following is taken from April 23rd edition of the
Tampa Tribune Style Section:
Charlie
Werthheimer was working on his motorcycle on
his patio in Plant City and his wife Wendy was
in the house in the kitchen. Charlie was racing
the engine on the motorcycle and somehow, the
motorcycle slipped into gear. Still holding on to
the handlebars, he was dragged through the glass
patio door and the motorcycle dumped on the floor
inside the ranch-style house. Hearing the crash,
Wendy ran into the dining room, and found her
husband lying on the floor, cut and bleeding, the
motorcycle next to him and the patio door
shattered. She ran to the phone and summoned an
ambulance. Because they lived on a fairly large
hill, the wife went down the several flights of long
steps to the street to direct the paramedics to her
husband. After the ambulance arrived and
transported Charlie to the hospital, Wendy
uprighted the Harley and pushed it outside.
Seeing that gas had spilled on the living room
floor, the wife got some paper towels, blotted up
the fuel, and threw the towels in the toilet. Mr.
Wertheimer was treated at the hospital and
released that afternoon. Arriving home, he looked
at the shattered patio door and the damage done
to his new $20,000 Harley-Davidson. Despondent,
he went into the bathroom, sat on the toilet and
smoked a cigarette. After finishing the cigarette,
he flipped it between his legs into the toilet bowl
while still seated. Wendy was in the kitchen when
she heard an explosion and her husband screaming.
She ran into the bathroom and found her husband
lying on the floor. His trousers had been blown
away and he was suffering burns on the buttocks,
the back of his legs and his groin. The wife ran
to the phone and once again called for an
ambulance. The same ambulance crew was
dispatched and the wife met them at the street
level. The paramedics went back up the stairs,
loaded the husband onto the stretcher and began
the trip back to the street level. While going
down the stairs accompanied by the wife, one of
the paramedics asked the wife how the husband
had burned himself. She told them. The
paramedics were hysterical with laughter. They
were laughing so hard, one of them tipped the
stretcher and accidentally dumped the husband out.
He fell down the remaining steps and broke both
arms. And you think you’ve had a bad day? [End
quoting]
This is one of those events which makes truth
so much stranger than fiction.

ICE

OVER

ALABAMA

From ANGELS ON EARTH, Sep/Oct, 1998,
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY
10512: [quoting]
I started flying when I was 16, and stopped
logging my hours in the cockpit after reaching a
thousand. In the late seventies I practically lived
out of a plane, covering five states investigating
aircraft claims for my insurance companies. Flight
controllers at most of the airports recognized my
voice the second I checked in. People who knew
me well called me Johnny, but those guys
nicknamed me the Flying Adjuster.
Early on the morning of January 31, 1979, 1
was prepping my Cessna 182 Skylane at the
Mobile, Ala., airport for the 300-mile flight home.
I was looking forward to this time alone. Just me
and the birds of the air.
It was an absolutely beautiful day, bright blue
sky and fluffy cumulus clouds. Everything on the
plane checked out perfectly, and I walked over to
base operations to verify the weather forecast.
“Clear all the way,” I was told.
A cool wind had kicked up by the time I
returned to the Skylane and climbed into the
cockpit. I let the plane run for a few minutes till
the engine was warmed up and I was satisfied with
the preflight tests. Ground control taxied me out
to the active runway and then handed me over to
the tower for departure. The wind was increasing
as I lifted off.
About 10 minutes into the flight the Mobile
tower handed me over to nearby Pensacola Air
Naval Station. The guys there made sure I stayed
north of Interstate 10 and out of naval air space.
Then we said our farewells and I was on my own.
I like to cruise above 9500 feet, higher than most
other general aviation planes, because it gives me
plenty of glide time if the engine should lose power.
One of the first things you learn as a pilot is to be
aware of possible landing places in case of an
emergency. At a high altitude I know I can glide
for 25 or 30 miles till I spot a pasture or some other
place to set down. That morning I went up to
10,500 feet and settled back, relaxing for the first
time in days. Hard work was behind me. I popped
a piece of chewing gum in my mouth.
After a while the plane began to act sluggishly.
I pumped some heat in the carburetor and noticed an
increase in RPMs, and the engine smoothed out.
Then I saw that those fluffy clouds I’d spotted earlier
had become a weird, enveloping mist. The cabin
was warm and cozy, and visibility was still okay.
The windscreen defrosters will take care of it.
But the mist got worse, and the defrosters
couldn’t clear it all. I had to strain to see. The
plane was more than sluggish now—it seemed
heavy. I looked out and saw white, rough-looking
stuff covering the edges of my wings.
I panicked. Ice in the Deep South just doesn’t
happen. My plane wasn’t equipped to handle it!
It would build up on the wings, adding weight,
disrupting airflow. The engine could stall and cut
out completely. My chewing gum turned to cotton
in my mouth.
The wing struts weren’t yet totally iced over,
but the windscreen was covered with ice. I
pumped in more carb heat to keep the engine
going and increased the power. Virtually all the
gauges were still safely in the green: cylinder head
temperature, oil pressure, everything. But I could
feel something wasn’t right. For one thing, it was
getting dark—at ten o’clock in the morning. The
plane has lights on the wing tips, red on the left,
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green on the right. I couldn’t see them anymore.
Glare from the plane’s strobes and rotating beacon
reflected off the thick clouds. I could barely see
the wings!
I was halfway between Monroeville, Ala., and
Dannelly Field in Montgomery. I clicked the mike
button and contacted Dannelly.
“Is that you, Flying Adjuster?” the controller
asked. “You got a problem?”
“You bet,” I said. “I’ve got ice!”
“You’ve got what?”
He couldn’t believe it any more than I. I gave
him my altitude. “Okay, I see you on my radar,”
he said. “Let’s get that bird down lower and lose
that ice.”
I was told to descend 500 feet per minute. My
hands were shaking as I set my controls. I
couldn’t take my eyes off the instrument panel.
This was the first time I’d flown by instruments
alone. Flight instructors tell you to trust your
instruments, but I’d always relied on my instincts
more. I’d spent so many hours in the air I
thought I could see my way out of anything. But
now I was flying blind. I couldn’t see anything
but disaster ahead. God, I can’t do this on my
own. Will you make this trip with me?
I started my descent from 10,500 feet. I knew
we had some tall towers in my flight path. The
controller assured me he’d keep me clear of them.
I dropped to 8500, 6500, 4500, 3500. The engine
felt smoother. But what’s that noise? It sounded
like somebody was beating the plane with a
sledgehammer. I glanced up. The ice was melting
in the warmer air! Massive sheets of ice broke loose
from the wings, projected backward and smashed
against the tail. The danger hadn’t passed.
“Johnny, you’ll be okay.” It was a woman’s
voice, sweet and reassuring. I tapped my headset,
but the voice hadn’t come from there. It seemed
to come from the passenger seats. “You’ll be
okay, Johnny,” I heard again. I pulled off my
headset and twisted around. The cabin was empty.
I turned back to the instrument panel and settled
into my seat. Somehow I knew I was going to
make it home.
A few minutes later, after spotting I-65 down
below through a break in the clouds, I regained
control of the plane. “Thanks, buddy,” I said to
the controller at Dannelly. “Thanks for the
excitement,” he replied.
The rest of the trip was uneventful. I landed
at my hometown airport and chatted with the line
boy while he refueled the plane. Then we pushed
it into the hangar, and I loaded my gear into my
car and drove home. The phone woke me the next
morning. “You’d better come look at this,” the
aircraft inspector said.
Several people were examining my plane in the
maintenance hangar when I arrived. The cowl had
been removed, and the inspector showed me the
engine, or what was left of it. Fighting the weight
of the ice had caused a fire. The carburetor intake
was completely melted, and the wiring burned
away. The number four jug was split wide open,
exposing the piston. Oil was everywhere, dripping
off the tail skid, covering one side of the hull.
Since I landed safely I hadn’t inspected the
aircraft. I never suspected any kind of damage.
“We can’t believe you made it,” the inspector said.
I couldn’t have without help—from someone
who knows me well enough to call me Johnny.
[End quoting]
How many times do Angels come to our
rescue when we know not that they have even
been there?
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Vast High-Tech Spy System
ECHELON
[Continued from Front Page]

financial transactions to communications between
senators and cong ressmen to cables between
foreign officials.
EXCLUSIVE TO
THE SPOTLIGHT
by Christopher Petherick
Accusations that the U.S. government spies on
foreign governments, or even its own citizens, are
certainly nothing new. However, within the past
decade, advances in what is called signals
intelligence (SIGINT) technology in high-tech
surveillance have radically changed the way the
system works and its potential for abuse. With the
end of the Cold War, the world's intelligence
agencies have taken a new direction, focusing
surveillance on "unpopular" political groups and
economic activity by directing their surveillance
networks to intercept any form of communication
anywhere around the world. According to Patrick
S. Poole, deputy director at the Center for
Technology Policy in Washington, D.C., and an
authority on advanced spy networks, one of today's
most powerful global signals intelligence systems
is Echelon.
Poole says that Echelon is the primary system
of surveillance utilized by an alliance of f ive
nations in a still-secret agreement called UKUSA.
The agreement brings together the intelligence
agencies, under the direction of the National
Security Agency, from the United States, Canada,
the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand.
The UKUSA agreement was rooted in an alliance
ratif ied on May 17, 1943, between the United
States and the United Kingdom called the BRUSA
COMINT (Communications Intelligence). However,
it was not until the formation of the
Commonwealth SIGINT Organization in 1946 that
the remaining three countries, Australia, Canada
and New Zealand, were brought together. One year
later, the UKUSA agreement was established, and
set its all-seeing eyes on Communism and, more
specifically, the former U.S.S.R. And, with the
establishment of the National Security Agency
(NSA) in 1952 under Harry Truman, this notorious
U.S. agency took the lead in the alliance, which
it has resolutely held on to ever since.
Other members reportedly joined shortly
thereafter as third parties, including Germany,
Japan, Norway, South Korea and Turkey. However,
according to John Pike, the director for
cyberstrategy projects at the Washington-based
Federation of American Scientists, they are only
included through specific intelligence alliances and
do not have direct access to the system.

SPY
LEAKS
Within the past decade, a number of
disclosures by intelligence leaks have confirmed
this incredible system, and brought the pandemic
misuse of it into limited public view.
The London Observer, on June 18, 1992,
received confidential information from six British
spooks confirming the existence of a giant base in
the UK that houses a significant number of NSA
staff. The agents told the Observer, "We feel we
can no longer remain silent regarding that which
we regard to be gross malpractice and negligence
within the establishment in which we operate."
The spies spoke of Menwith Hill and disclosed
how, among other things, the surveillance
equipment is directly tapped into phone lines in
Britain and is focused on satellites, listening to all
the world's communications, 24 hours a day, 365
days a year.
In order to prove their claims, the agents then
provided intercepted messages from the organizations
Amnesty International and Christian Aid.
Later, an article published by Covert Action
Quarterly (CAQ) in the winter of 1996-97, by
Nicky Hager, exposed New Zealand's intelligence
agency, the Government Communications Security
Bureau (GCSB), whereupon an inside source
detailed a great deal of specif ic intelligence
information on their involvement in Echelon.
Several U.S. newspapers also received tips and,
in some cases, documentation from spies relating
similar information.
In two separate instances in the United States,
a senator and a congressman expressed their
concern in major establishment newspapers when
they learned of transcripts of their telephone
conversations and intercepted diplomatic cables
leaked by the NSA.
Former Maryland Rep. Michael D. Barnes (D)
recounted to The Baltimore Sun how his
conversations to Nicaraguan officials were recorded
by NSA and then leaked to the press.
The Cleveland Plain Dealer reported that Sen.
Strom Thurmond (R-S.C.) was recorded by NSA
officials at Menwith station in the UK in 1988. An
agent told the Plain Dealer that she had real-time
intercepts of conversations that the senator had
with other government officials. A source in the
NSA told one repor ter that "We'd listen to
senators, representatives, government agencies,
housewives talking to their lovers. . . . "
Off icials concede that there is very little a
person can do to insure privacy and hide from the
likes of spy networks, especially one so effective
as Echelon.
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EUROPEAN BACKLASH

reporting directly back to the United States.
According to Poole, the most important part
of this surveillance system, however, is not the
series of satellites that the radar home in on, even
though the sheer number of satellites in the sky
have certainly made spying easier for governments.
The key component of this spy network is the
extensive computer system known as Dictionaries.
These supercomputers have the ability to sort
and flag messages based on certain criteria that
have been entered into the system. The radical
technology lies in the system's ability to "decrypt,
f ilter, examine and codify" huge amounts of
information.
Pike told The SPOTLIGHT the computers even
have a voice recognition system in place, allowing
them to identify specific voice patterns from a
database, so as to target certain individuals. This
last element, however, could not be verified by
Hager's New Zealand leak.
The Echelon dictionaries work 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, looking for critical information
to steal and deliver to agents. Messages are then
sorted and given a four-digit code signifying the
source or subject. Hager's insider gave examples of
number coding, such as 3848 for political
communications from Nigeria or 8182 for
encryption information.
NSA-trained analysts are present at all facilities
and go over the daily intercepts, red flagging the
most important transmissions, forwarding them on
to superiors at NSA in the United States.

Echelon is composed of a complex network of
There has been an outcry in Europe. European officials
"listening and reception" stations strategically
have been especially critical of their own intelligence
placed around the world. These bases are
agencies spying on "behalf of the United States."
responsible for intercepting civilian and
Unlike
American
telecommunications
commercial traffic, as well as communications
companies who have enabled spying by U.S.
from foreign governments.
intelligence agencies, European satellite companies
In the United States, there are two primary
have reacted quite differently to UKUSA's
facilities. One is located in Yakima, Wash., code
indiscriminate surveillance.
named "Cowboy", which picks up transmissions
A French lawyer representing a group of French
from the Pacif ic Ocean in the Nor ther n
defense, aerospace and telecommunications
Hemisphere, as well as from parts of the Far
companies remarked: "What is Great Britain, as a
East. The other is located at the NSA facility
member of the European Union, doing participating
i n S u g a r G r ov e , W. V. , wh i c h i n t e r c e p t s
in a program which, since the end of the Cold War,
communications from both North and South
has concentrated on spying on her European
America. Other stations have been placed in
neighbors on behalf of the United States?"
such locations as New Zealand, Australia,
In Italy, the head of the parliamentar y
Canada, Germany and Japan. The largest of the
committee for information and security services,
b a s e s , h oweve r, i s l o c a t e d i n t h e U K a t
has demanded an explanation of Menwith Hill's
Menwith Hill.
activities from the Prime Minister Romano Prodi.
Besides being able to pull communications
Yet despite all of the growing criticism, the NSA
directly from tapped phone lines and radio
and the Department of Defense (DoD) still will not
transmissions, the Echelon facilities focus their
admit the existence of Echelon, as illustrated by their
radar toward a group of satellites which literally
unwillingness to even address the matter, hiding behind
suck electronic communications, cell-phone and
an impenetrable wall for the sake of "national security".
radio transmissions out of the air. Many of the
In a recent DoD briefing, the press questioned
radar are enclosed in str uctures known as
Capt. Mike Doubleday, a DoD spokesman, about
"radomes," which protect the satellite dishes from
a report in the European parliament concerning
inclement weather and also keep civilians—
Echelon. He curtly responded: "I'm sorry I have
specifically, nosy reporters and activists—from
absolutely nothing on that."
seeing where the radar are aimed.
Press: "Thank you."
Recently, with
the
m a s s iv e
proliferation of
satellites, it has
become easier for
Echelon to tap
into all sor ts of
g l o b a l
communications.
According to the
United
States
Space Command,
there
are
p r e s e n t ly 2 , 5 4 8
satellites orbiting
the
Earth.
Government
a g e n c i e s ,
including
the
Department
of
✴
Defense,
and
private contractors
spend billions of
d o l l a r s a n n u a l ly
i m p r ov i n g
and
replacing
the
existing systems.
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" d ow n l i n k "
s t a t i o n s ,
intercepting
* Other discounts Do Not Apply.
communications
via satellites, are
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located at the
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Menwith
Hill
* Regular shipping charges apply to all Journals ordered.
facility in the UK
and at Pine Gap,
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Australia. These
stations are under
CALL (800) 800-5565 FOR ORDERING INFORMATION
the strict control
of the NSA, with
all
e m p l oye e s
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Editor’s note: To fulfill the legal requirements, we are presenting the following as a Legal Notice for four consecutive weeks. This is the third
of four presentations. Contact information for Global Alliance Investment Association (GAIA) is: 5300 W. Sahara Ave., Suite 101, Las Vegas,

Nevada 89102; phone: 702-873-3488.

—LEGAL

NOTICE—
CERTIFICATE OF DEBT
The CONSTITUTION of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and the UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE (international) provide a procedure
for the legal authentication of a debt in the case of the Debtor refusing to acknowledge such debt. This procedure includes the notification
of the Debtor of the details of the debt and a notice of intent to collect. After a period of ninety (90) days from the date of the notice and
if there has been no response from the Debtor the debt is made authentic and collection procedures may begin. There is no appeal from
this procedure; it is final.
On April 28, 1998 the then owner, Rick Martin, of a debt (described in detail later) of the UNITED STATES TREASURY/FEDERAL
RESERVE SYSTEM (UST/FED) assigned the debt to GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION (GAIA), a Nevada corporation.
GAIA immediately initiated the procedure by informing UST/FED of the nature of the debt and of GAIA’S intent to collect. GAIA then
took the additional step of running the legal notice in a weekly newspaper of world-wide circulation four consecutive weeks beginning May
5, 1998. UST/FED has made absolutely no response and the statute of limitation for countering the legal notice has run its course. Now,
this document and its publication in the same newspaper four consecutive weeks serve as adequate and final verification of the UST/FED
debt to GAIA. Nothing further is legally required; no denial or appeal is possible.
The debt referred to is described as follows: The principal and interest accrued to Bonus Contract-Certificate Number 3392-181, approved
by Legislative Resolution on April 24-27, 1875, Duly Authorized by the President of Peru, April 26, 1875 and Acknowledged and Accepted
May 1, 1875, Re-affirmed, Re-confirmed and Reconformed on behalf of the government by the Consulate General of Peru, August 21,
1989, Order Number 7309, Document Number 046, Duly Sealed by said Counsel General of Peru at Los Angeles, California, United States
of America, assumed and guaranteed by the United States of America pursuant to Presidential Order confirmed by the US Senate per
petition of Elihu Root, Secretary of War, in 1906, further assumed and guaranteed by the Federal Reserve System pursuant to the Federal
Reserve Act of 1913 and recorded August 1, 1994, by Deed, Instrument Number 1893, Book of Deeds Number 433, Page 849, City of
Nashville, State of Illinois and subsequently recorded August 10, 1998 at 8:35 A.M., Clark County Recorder’s Office, Las Vegas, Nevada,
Official Records 980810 Instrument 00323.
The principal and interest are payable in gold coin or gold bullion and portions thereof may be assigned, sold, loaned or leased to others as
collateral, but only as collateral, and no claim will be entered by any holder directly to the UST/FED without the express written consent
of GAIA. Further, no holder, including GAIA, will in any way use the asset to the detriment of the national security or economic stability
of the United States of America. The assignor of the debt to Mr. Martin, Russell Herman (also spelled Herrman and Herrmann), a very
patriotic American, requested of Mr. Martin that Herman’s business partner, V. K. Durham, be given a certain amount of time to implement
his wishes and, if unsuccessful, to use the asset to the benefit of all people, reserving forty-eight percent (48%) of its value for the express
benefit of the citizens of the fifty States of the United States of America. When appropriate, the granting of such an asset to the citizens of
America (we-the-people) will result in an era of enormous prosperity which will, when also distributed to other nations, buoy up and
expand all of the world’s economies for all of its people, not just the rich as is now the condition.
Mr. Martin and his associates have worked for years, f irst in an attempt to assist V. K. Durham and later as the direct assignee, to f ind a
way to work with the UST/FED within the United States to effect the use of this asset for the benefit of the American people FIRST. That
effort was given no aid by the UST and was steadfastly blocked by the FED, even though at least four different “offers” have been made to
Mr. Martin and GAIA ranging from $5 million to many billions “to go quietly away”. The FED has been on notice for some f ive years that
the debt would be perfected through public notice and they have arrogantly ignored that warning. It is authenticated and validated and will
be used as collateral in as many ways and situations as possible for the benef it all of the people without any mindfulness of race, religion,
creed or color.
For GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION by its BOARD OF DIRECTORS this twenty-fourth day of January, 1999 at
Manila, Republic of the Philippines.
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Wisdom Of The Rays: The Masters Teach
1/21/98 #1

HATONN

WISDOM OF THE RAYS
I want to comment on the new publication,
WISDOM OF THE RAYS: The Masters Teach, Vol. I.
You have moved into “Big Time” now,
readers, and if you do not understand the
SPIRITUAL connections, you are never going to
be able to participate wisely in anything else
taking place, for it is a time in your world where
Spiritual RIGHTNESS is GOING TO COME
THROUGH and the LIES ARE GOING TO BE
REVEALED IN THE LIGHT OF GOD.
This volume is published by America EAST
Publishers, Inc. (never to be confused with
America West and George Green).
We cannot sufficiently offer appreciation to
the party making this work available, so for now
we will simply say that this is a blessed
individual who has grown so greatly within Truth
that it does a Father’s heart to be filled with
Joy—for we must never use pride as a term, for
that indicates a lessening of the gift of the one by
replacing a part of that tribute to self.
This volume will be offered soon in French,
and eventually in other languages.
I would suggest that you first go to your local
bookstore(S) and ask for a copy. When they
don’t have it, demand they carry it, for it will be
a BEST SELLER on all listings very quickly
(ISBN: 0-9661921-0-9; Library of Congress
Catalog Card Number: 97-77792). The volume
was printed in Canada. The only way we will get
“our” books recognized, from such as this, to the
Phoenix Journals themselves, is to DEMAND that
they be carried in bookstores. This is an easy one

with which to begin for it is both copyrighted and
listed.
I know there will be separate information
regarding this book elsewhere in the paper
[below] and I am sorry that the full-color
presentation of the cover cannot be reproduced
here. ALL IS LIGHT, READERS, AND IN
EACH RAY THERE IS POWER BEYOND
YOUR RECOGNITION, AND THROUGH THE
PERFECT
PRISM
COMES
PERFECT
REFRACTION, AND EACH RAY BECOMES
DISTINCT (AS WELL AS ALL COLOR
TONES IN BETWEEN). FURTHER COMES
THE BLACK COVER, FOR FROM THE
BLACK COMES THE PULLING OF ALL
LIGHT—LEAVING THE VOID OF NO
COLOR, NO POWER, NO ABILITY TO HAVE
LIFE.
We are humbly grateful for the hours and
hours (nearly a year in preparation) spent by
individuals making sure everything is properly
done and stated so that only TRUTH is borne
forth. Dr. Young has also contributed a Preface
and Introduction spanning some 100 pages, and
made sure that all compiled information is
factual and verified.
You, as readers, will find great peace and
joy in the experience of this volume. If you
have to let something else go in the interim, do
so, for this is truly a book you will want for the
long-haul in the hard times to come.
Since the very first book has been presented
with love to Dharma and E.J., and thus to
myself, I can only, on behalf of them, say we
are humbly grateful. To Ekkers it was a total
surprise in every way and shall be forever

treasured among the priceless gifts. And to our
friend at America East Publishers, there are no
appropriate words, of course, beyond “thank
you”. You have presented something which
CAN go public in a time of acceptance of
Angels and Guides without great quibbling over
possibilities and harangue from the adversaries.
We must bring information to the world,
yes, in our effort to offer possibility of change.
However, the real mission, and that which each
must confront, is the connection of SELF to/
with/within GOD. And, you need a little help
no matter who you might be. Dharma read it,
cover to cover, the very evening she received it
and frankly, because of it, we can go on with
the task at hand, which is consuming days of
nothing but presentation of nasty information,
hour after hour. This is borne out by an 84page CONTACT last week just beginning to
summarize and tie up ends in the task in point.
These are “impossible” presentations,
readers, but note: IT IS POSSIBLE FOR THIS
TEAM,
AND
THE
SUPPORT
TEAM
CREATES THE MIRACLES—THE HARD
WAY; WE WORK FOR IT. There is no magic,
no mysterious things or beings—just hard work
with abundant backup for each thing we bring
forth—and hours and hours on the part of every
member to see that this is the most perfect
work we can present to our best ability as
human beings under the firing line.
We can do this, however, because of the
willing-to-risk truth-bringers who have come
before. Just know, friends, that the grapes are
ripe and the baby full-term. THE TRUTH
WILL CONFRONT THE LIES AND THE
LIARS WILL FALL. SO BE IT!

ABOUT THE BOOK

FROM THE BACK COVER

This large collection (over 400 pages + 4
color photos) of popular spiritual writings
from the CONTACT newspaper includes a
detailed introduction to the 14 Higher
Authors, plus several commentaries unique to
the purpose of this volume.
The expansive yet compassionate nature of
the messages delivered in WISDOM OF THE
RAYS: The Masters Teach not only challenges
those already firmly committed upon the
spiritual path, but also provides a serious first
step to help ones who are just awakening to
(and inquiring about) the magnificent Spiritual
Transformation now sensed by many to be in
progress upon this planet.

“Our Elder Brothers from the Higher
Realms of Creation are attempting to
communicate with A L L of us at this time.
Why? Take a look around you. The old
ways of doing things aren’t working. Our
planet is entering a time of massive,
turbulent change and renewal. To put it
bluntly: we NEED help! And that’s where
this book comes into the picture. Yes,
eventually ‘the Phoenix will arise from the
ashes’ after this Great Cleansing process,
but the ride could be quite a bumpy one,
especially for those ill-prepared for what
is to happen.
“Just how we choose to deal with such
change is T H E question each of us must
confront. Yet confusion swirls everywhere
upon Earth at this time. And restless
searchers cry out for that which may help
them cope with these truly challenging times
ahead. Thus these messages courtesy of
our most loving Elder Brothers from the
Higher Realms of Creation who are but
further along the same spiritual path we
all must eventually walk.”

Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353, Las Vegas, NV 89126
Phone: (800) 800-5565 or (805) 822-9655
Inside US: $18.40, priority ship incl.
Outside US: $25 (US funds), priority ship incl.
* * *
In Canada, phone: (800) 294-5250
or (250) 832-0085
or send CAN $26 to: The Preferred Network, Inc.
P.O. Box 1275, Salmon Arm, BC V1E 4P4.
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Microwave Harassment And
Mind-Control Experimentation
Editor’s note: On the Front Page of the
11/24/98 issue of this newspaper was the story
headlined: Hidden Battle To Control YOUR
MIND. An Expert Speaks The Truth. This
was a discussion of very basic mind-control
techniques by a longtime practitioner in the
field who was “cleansing” a guilty conscience.
The response by many readers to that outlay
was overwhelming. Apparently we either have
a lot of new readers or a lot of forgetful
readers—or both. (Heaven knows, these days, I
can’t often even keep track of what day it is, so
a situation of airy amnesia is surely
understandable!)
The inquiries from many readers made me
think back to the information we are sharing
below. This is reprinted from almost six years
ago now, the 4/6/93 issue of CONTACT to be
exact. It requires no further introduction.
Enjoy—if that’s really the correct word for
such dark, diabolical shenanigans!
3/30/93 #2

HATONN

I have been sent a document with request for
sharing in the CONTACT. It is titled: Microwave
Harassment & Mind-Control Experimentation by
Julianne McKinney, Director, Electronic
Surveillance Project, Association of National
Security Alumni, Silver Spring, Maryland.
NO, SHE DID NOT SEND THIS TO ME.
Because our recent “really serious”
presentations are in the lines of CONTROL, either
through mental-washing, reprogramming or genetic/
DNA manipulation, we need these bits and pieces
to give you an overview of what is going on—and
how it is planned to take-over! You are already at
the “end of the line”; it is simply a matter of how
many of you will fall into the pit for the pit is
prepared and waiting.
[QUOTING:]
MICROWAVE HARASSMENT
AND
MIND-CONTROL
EXPERIMENTATION
WHITHER THE KGB?
In February 1974, Georgetown University’s
Center for Strategic and International Studies
(CSIS) hosted discussions on the plight of
dissenters in the Soviet Union, and on the means
by which the U.S. Government might most
effectively intervene. Highlights of these
discussions are reported in Understanding The

Solzhenitzyn Affair: Dissent And Its Control In The
USSR (CSIS, 1974).
KGB strategies were addressed in some detail
during these discussions. It was noted that the
KGB’s success depended on the extensive use of
informant networks and agents provocateurs; and,
following Brezhnev’s rise to power, on the use of
drugs and psychiatrists for further purposes of
manipulation and control. Shadowing, bugging,
slandering, blacklisting and other related tactics
were also cited as serving KGB purposes.
Participants in the conference agreed that the KGB’s
obvious intent was to divide and isolate the
populace, to spread fear, and to silence dissenters.
Agencies of our own government are on record
as having employed precisely these same tactics on
recurrent basis. The Church and Rockefeller
Committee Hearings in the mid-1970s purportedly
put an end to these practices. Based on recent
developments, it would appear that the CIA’s and
FBI’s Operations MKULTRA [H: Yep, you sure
have heard of this before—and recently so if you
have read this newspaper and-or Journals. In
fact, all of these. This mess in Waco, Texas is a
direct expansion of those ongoing, unceasing
projects.] MHCHAOS and COINTELPRO (the
focus of these Senate Committee and Vice
Presidential-level Hearings) were instead merely
driven underground. We are now in contact with a
total of 25 individuals, scattered throughout the
United States, who firmly believe they are being
harassed by agencies of the U.S. Government.
Others have been brought to our attention whom
we will be contacting in the future. The majority
of these individuals claim that their harassment and
surveillance began in 1989.
The methods reportedly employed in these
harassment campaigns bear a striking resemblance
to those attributed to the CIA and FBI during
Operations MKULTRA, MHCHAOS and
COINTELPRO. The only difference now is that
electronic harassment and experimentation also
appear to be (more blatantly) involved.
The Berlin Wall is down, Communism is in the
midst of a death rattle, and the KGB no longer
poses the threat which purportedly served to justify
the U.S. Government’s resort to such operations as
MKULTRA, MHCHAOS and COINTELPRO. The
KGB, since 1989, has been reduced to an
increasingly distant memory. [H: Remember, this
is not a “patriot” document for the benefit of
mankind, readers. Further remember: there are
more KGB operatives in the CIA than
Americans!]
Reactivation of surveillance-harassment-mind
control operations in this country suggests that the
KGB, as an institution, was never the real threat.

A KGB “mentality”, with its underlying pragmatic
contempt for civil liberties, appears, instead, to
have been the driving force behind MKULTRA,
MHCHAOS, COINTELPRO, and the operations
now being reported to us.
The KGB “mentality” is a matter of personal
predilection, not ideology. Its objective is power
and control, regardless of human cost. It is a
corrupting, cancerous influence, which feeds on
fear, conformity and government funding.
Four months ago, when this Project commenced,
we approached these complaints of government
harassment and experimentation with an admitted
“high degree of caution”. We are no longer
skeptical. The growing numbers of independent
complaints and the similarities between those
complaints cannot be ignored. Under the
circumstances, the KGB should be proud of itself.
As a “mentality”, the KGB appears to be
accomplishing more in “burying this country” from
within than it could ever have hoped to have
achieved as an institution. It would appear that this
country has a serious problem on its hands which
needs to be resolved.
Part I of this report, which is reprinted from
the June-July 1992 edition of the Association’s
publication, Unclassified, preliminarily addresses
the complaints brought to our attention as of July
1992. Our objective, as noted, was to weight the
legitimacy of those complaints in terms of the
directed-energy technologies reportedly involved.
Part II discusses the overt and covert patterns of
harassment identified as a result of our
investigations, to date. A part of our objective,
here, is to limit the success of such operations in
the future, by according them widespread publicity.
In Part II, we do not identify individuals by
name, both to honor their privacy and because our
investigations have not been completed. Part II,
like Part I, is a preliminary finding. Our focus is
on the similarities of the complaints being
received—similarities which Federal and State
legislators, the courts, the FBI, local law
enforcement agencies, the medical and psychiatric
professions, and organizations such as the ACLU
and Amnesty International have so far chosen to
ignore.
We frankly find it curious that more attention
and credibility is being accorded purported victims
of UFO experiences and spectral visitations than to
persons who complain of systematic harassment and
experimentation by the U.S. Government, involving
technologies which the U.S. Government is only
now grudgingly admitting to possess. These
complaints require investigation. In due course (and
provided financial support is obtained), we hope to
be able to acquire the technology and supportive
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medical expertise needed to substantiate the claims
being made. We also hope to alter the institutional
mindset that U.S. Intelligence can be trusted.
History, repeatedly, has proven otherwise.

so identified in an exhibit at a DA-sponsored
symposium on “The Soldier As A System”, in
Crystal City, VA, on June 30, 1992. Beta wave
incapacitators were separately mentioned during the
symposium as being of particular interest to the U.S.
Marine Corps.
We discussed these “non-conventional” directedenergy weapons with Mr. Vernon Shisler, manager
of the exhibit and the Army’s delegate to NATO in
matters pertaining to “The Soldier As A System”.
Mr. Shisler acknowledged not only that directedenergy weapons are in DoD’s arsenal, but also that
the American soldier will remain vulnerable to their
effects, should they be employed in the battlefield.
The U.S. Global Strategy Council recognizes the
issue of vulnerability, as well, and urges ongoing
research into effective countermeasures.
Interested readers may want to send for the U.S.
Global Strategy Council’s complete project proposal
on this subject (Title: Nonlethality: Development of
a National Policy and Employing Nonlethal Means
in a New Strategic Era, prepared by Janet Morris).
A number of references in this Proposal to
unidentified, elusive “enemies” of the U.S.
Government and to the potential domestic
applications of this “non-lethal” technology invite
serious consideration by the public at large.
The Council’s address is 1800 K Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006, (202) 466-6029.

PART I
THE PROBLEM SURFACES
(Reprinted from the June-July 1992 edition of
UNCLASSIFIED (Vol. IV, No. 3), published by The
Association of National Security Alumni,
Washington, D.C.)
The August-September 1991 issue of
UNCLASSIFIED reviewed Hamline University’s
Public Administration report on the resolution of
MKULTRA cases in 1988. Although the shocking
details of medical ethics abuses by the U.S. and
Canadian governments were amply detailed,
Washington and Ottawa—citing national security
and government privilege—stalled for so long that
the cases never came to trial. The surviving victims
settled for a pittance of an out-of-court settlement.
Since no individuals or agencies were held
legally accountable, the door was left open for
possible resumption of similar “mind-control”
activities.
In the context of that article, we mentioned
briefly that some half-dozen people had contacted
us with appeals for assistance in ending what they
believe to be electronic harassment and mindcontrol experimentation, possibly involving the CIA.
We decided to take a closer look at this situation.
We are now in touch with approximately a
dozen individuals located throughout the United
States who appear to be targets of harassment and
mind-control experimentation involving directedenergy technologies. (By mid-November 1992, that
number had increased to 25.)
Typically, persons who complain of being
“zapped by radio waves” and of “hearing voices”
are stigmatized as psychotic, delusional or
schizophrenic. Being mindful of this, as well as
aware of the treatment accorded UFO and psychic
phenomena “freaks”, we approach this subject with
a high degree of caution. Based on our preliminary
investigation, including interviews with the affected
individuals, we conclude that the matter is serious
and should be pursued further.
THE EXISTING DIRECTEDENERGY ARSENAL
Our first step was to determine what, if any,
technology exists which might be used for electronic
harassment. That information was found in a “white
paper” published in 1991 by the U.S. Global
Strategy
Council—a
Washington-based
organization, under the chairmanship of Ray Cline,
former Deputy Director of the CIA, who maintains
very close ties with the U.S. Intelligence
community. The “white paper” describes the
foreign and domestic uses foreseen for laser
weapons, isotropic radiators, infrasound, nonnuclear electro-magnetic pulse generators, and highpower microwave emitters.
The term, “non-lethal”, used to describe this
technology is misleading. The energy emitted from
all of these weapons can kill when appropriately
amplified. At lower levels of amplification, they
can cause extreme forms of physical discomfort and
debilitation.
The Department of Army (DA) identifies these
same weapons as “non-conventional”. They were

BIOEFFECTS OF MICROWAVE
RADIATION
Research into the biological and psychological
effects of exposure to microwave radiation is
voluminous. The U.S. public has been led to
believe that the former Soviet Union leads in this
research. The fact is, the CIA and DoD
(Department of Defense) have jointly pursued
precisely the same research since commencement
of Project Pandora in the 1950s. The current
primary users of this research appear to be the CIA,
DoD, the National Security Agency (NSA) and the
Department of Energy (DoE).
The Walter Reed Army Institute of Research
(WRAIR) has participated in this research since
Project Pandora. In 1973, WRAIR discovered that
externally-induced auditory input could be achieved
by means of pulsed microwave audiograms, or
analogs of spoken words’ sounds. The effect on
the receiving end is the (schizophrenic) sensation
of “hearing voices” which are not part of the
recipients’ own thought processes. [H: NOW--does
it still seem that my own transmissions to
Dharma are STRANGE and IMPOSSIBLE!?!
The big difference is that she receives a very
organized and REASONABLE set of pulse
patterns which represent “language” needing
translation of which she has been “programmed”
to decipher. THAT takes a LOT of “time” in
the learning but I’d say she has done a good
job—as have many other translators, i.e., Soltec’s
receiver, others who are involved with necessary
information as in “our Editor”, etc. It is not
only NOT magic or “channeling” from some
64,000-year-old crackpot E.T.—but is reasonable
and very, very “logical”. Yes indeed, ANY KIND
OF MESSAGE CAN BE TRANSFERRED AND
THEREIN LIES THE REASON FOR SO
MANY “JUDAS-GOATS” IN THE “BUSINESS”
OF CHANNELING. THEY ARE RECEIVING
AND TRANSLATING THE INPUTTED
INFORMATION OF THE ADVERSARIAL
TROOPS THEMSELVES!]
The experiment prompted the following
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comment in The Body Electric: Electromagnetism
and the Foundation of Life, by Robert O. Becker,
M.D., and Gary Selden (Wm. Morrow & Company,
NY, 1985): “Such a device has obvious applications
in covert operations designed to drive a target crazy
with ‘voices’ or deliver undetectable instructions to
a programmed assassin.”
This research has continued, and the results are
published in various publicly available scientific and
technical journals. Interested readers might consult,
for example: Lin, James C., Electromagnetic
Interaction With Biological Systems (Plenum Press,
NY, 1989). Professor Lin, then with the
Department of Bioengineering, University of
Illinois, Chicago, has published a number of books
and articles on this subject. (He has more recently
informed us that he had designed the experiment
referenced in Dr. Becker’s book.)
WRAIR has more recently been studying the
biological effects of exposure to high-power
microwave radiation. WRAIR presented a paper
on this subject to a DoD-sponsored symposium on
“MW (microwave) Weapons” at the Naval
Postgraduate School in Monterey, CA, in mid-1989.
A matter of interest to us is why WRAIR should
be experimenting with auditory effects of pulsed
microwave audiograms. Also, recent statements by
an Army psychiatrist assigned to the Walter Reed
Army Medical Center (WRAMC) suggest that
WRAIR may be experimenting upon select
psychiatric inpatients with microwaves. This, too,
is a matter of interest to us.
[END OF QUOTING FOR NOW; TO BE
CONTINUED]
***
Since there are other matters to attend presently,
allow us to close this portion. I would ask that
you readers PAY CLOSE ATTENTION AND REREAD IF NECESSARY. WE ARE MOVING
RIGHT ALONG INTO THE ULTIMATE
MANIPULATION OF A PLANET AND INSIGHT
IS ALL THAT CAN SAVE YOUR SANITY AND
HIDE!
3/31/93 #1
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MICROWAVE HARASSMENT
AND
MIND-CONTROL
EXPERIMENTATION
[CONTINUE QUOTING:]
CONGRESSIONAL
OVERSIGHT
[H: This writing follows directly on from the
prior offering where we left off with Bioeffects
of Microwave Radiation.]
The Government’s past record of abuses in the
area of civil rights is well documented. Within the
past 30 years alone, we have witnessed the effects
of Operations MKULTRA, MHCHAOS and
COINTELPRO.
Primarily because of MKULTRA, MHCHAOS
and COINTELPRO, Executive Orders and
implementing regulations were published which
prohibited military and CIA domestic covert
intelligence operations. Experiments on involuntary
human subjects and the surveillance of/collection
of personal information on U.S. citizens, except
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under strictly regulated conditions, were also
prohibited.
Congressional committees were created to
oversee compliance with these (quasi-) prohibitions.
We have evidence that this is not being done.
Moreover, where there are laws and, in this case,
no laws enacted, there are loopholes as well as
individuals and institutions who deliberately
capitalize upon the existence of loopholes. IranContra is one of the more blatant recent examples.
Loopholes are also found in government resorting
to “black” intelligence and weapons programs, in
the use of contractors, and in the absence of clear
definitions of such terms as “national security” and
“national security risk”.
Executive Orders and regulations which
currently limit official U.S. Intelligence activities
do not extend to non-intelligence government
agencies or to their contractors. In fact, Executive
Order 12333 specifies that government contractors
do not need to know that their services support U.S.
Intelligence objectives.
In its report of July 8, 1992, the Senate
Subcommittee on Oversight of Government
management addresses the problem of tracking
funds granted to government-contracted research
and development (R&D) centers. The report notes
that the problem is compounded by DoD’s penchant
for creating hard-to-monitor “shell” contractors as
disbursement centers for funding programs.
Neither shell contractors nor their subcontractors
are directly accountable to Congress. Being beyond
Congressional oversight, they have the license to
operate as Government surrogates in intelligence
operations about which, “officially”, they know
nothing.
In this context, a publication disseminated at
DA’s “The Soldier As a System” symposium noted
that the Army’s Research and Technology Program
sponsors 42 laboratories and R&D centers,
employing approximately 10,000 scientists and
engineers. The annual budget of $1.3 billion is only
a small part of overall DoD research spending.
Weapons research, which includes the
development and testing of “non-lethal” weapons,
is not governed by laws restricting the activities of
U.S. Intelligence agencies, though it may be
presumed that these agencies contribute to and
benefit from such research.
PRELIMINARY
FINDINGS
1. The technology exists for the types of harassment
and experimentation reported to us.
2. About a dozen U.S. citizens have informed us of
continuing experiences with effects which directedenergy weapons are designed to produce.
3. U.S. Government-sponsored research into the
bioeffects of exposure to microwave radiation
is extensive and continuing.
4. The U.S. Government has a past record of having
engaged in mind-control experimentation and
various agencies of the Government have a
record of circumventing legal restrictions upon
their activities.
5. Neither Congress nor the courts appear willing
to look closely into “black” intelligence and
weapons procurement programs.
6. A number of U.S. Government agencies might
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have interests in testing directed-energy
technologies on U.S. citizens under non-clinical/
non-controlled circumstances—DoD, to test
ranges and degrees of “non-lethality”; DoE, to
explore “safety” limits; CIA, to test “mindcontrol” capabilities, and NSA, for technological
refinement.
[END OF PART I]
3/31/93 #2
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MICROWAVE HARASSMENT
AND
MIND-CONTROL
EXPERIMENTATION
PART II
OVERT AND COVERT
HARASSMENT
[CONTINUE QUOTING:]
Electronics Surveillance Project
December 1992
Since publication of the preceding article less
than four months ago, the Association of National
Security Alumni/Electronic Surveillance Project has
heard from an additional 13 individuals who report
both overt harassment and a range of symptoms
which coincide with the known effects of exposure
to microwaves, electromagnetic/radio frequency
(RF) radiation and/or infrasound.
The similarity of these symptoms will be
addressed in greater detail in future Project reports.
Suffice it to say, at this point, that the physical and
psychological symptoms being reported to us are
consistent with the effects which directed-energy
weapons are designed to produce. Indeed, the
numerous afflictions (or “inflictions”) being
reported appear to parallel standard torture
“sequelae” (after effects).
[H: Dharma, you ones will pay particular
attention to this subject for it will answer a lot
of questions for you personally, chela. Does
George Green actually get thought projections
or “voices” or something which legitimately
makes him think Hatonn is communicating all
this junk? Indeed he does! Remember, you ones
come under protection as long as you abide by
the rules of our Command. When the intent
falters—the impact begins—THIS IS THE ONLY
WAY THE ADVERSARY CAN GET AT YOU,
PRECIOUS—THROUGH ONES SUCH AS
GEORGE, ETC.
HE IS BEING FED
INSTRUCTIONS AND MANIPULATIONS
FASTER THAN WE CAN COUNTER THEM
AT THIS TIME. YOU WILL ALSO HAVE TO
WATCH YOUR OWN ATTORNEYS FOR
THEY
WILL
BE
RECEIVING
PROGRAMMING AS WELL. DEMAND THAT
THEY DO THEIR JOB “OUR” WAY—
BECAUSE THINGS WILL BE CAUSED TO
FALL THROUGH CRACKS AND CONTACTS
WILL BE MADE TO THREATEN JUDGES
AND LAW FIRMS. IT IS A TIME FOR THESE
THINGS AND THE SOPHISTICATION OF
THESE TECHNOLOGIES ARE MINDBOGGLING IN THEIR CAPABILITIES. This
is not funny except that it “fits” so well: We must
have God-respecting attorneys—and it is all but
IMPOSSIBLE to find such! So be it, we simply
have to research and search until we can do so.]
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OVERT HARASSMENT
Overt harassment—which obviously is meant to
be observed—may be intended to “precondition”
individuals for eventual long-term electronic
harassment. Persons terrified by unexplained overt
harassment are not likely to cope with the sudden
onset of electronic harassment in any more reasoned
fashion. This phased pattern of harassment is
apparent in all of the cases now being investigated.
The fact that the overt harassment continues in these
cases even after the electronic targeting commences
suggests that the objective is to maintain long-term
extremes of stress.
Many of the overt harassment tactics discussed
below are surfacing in cases which (so far) have
not involved discernible forms of electronic
harassment. These are cases involving so-called
“whistleblowers” who, because of their inside
knowledge of certain potentially newsworthy events,
pose particular threats of embarrassment to the
Government or to government-affiliated employers.
We have noticed that electronic harassment is
beginning to surface as a form of retaliation against
persons who try to assist electronic “harassees”.
Retaliation suggests loss of control. Under the
circumstances, we are not entirely confident that
“whistleblowers” will continue to be exempted from
this type of harassment in the long term.
The individuals now in touch with the Project
describe their circumstances as involving most, if
not all, of the following overt forms of harassment:
* Sudden, bizarrely-rude treatment, isolation
and acts of harassment and vandalism by
formerly friendly neighbors.
* Harassing telephone calls, which continue
even after the targeted individual obtains new,
unlisted telephone numbers.
* Mail interception, theft and tampering.
* Noise campaigns.
While unrelenting harassing telephone calls
might be considered in this context, other tactics
are employed. Blaring horns, whistles, sirens,
garbage disposals (run concurrently in apartment
settings, for excessively prolonged periods of time),
and amplified transmissions of recorded “general
racket” have been used on a recurrent basis under
circumstances intended to persuade the individual
that he or she is under surveillance.
In all of these cases, the individuals’ neighbors
apparently pretend to be oblivious and/or indifferent
to these sudden, continuous explosions of noise.
Door slamming is also a popular pastime,
particularly in apartment buildings. One individual
reported that, during a peak period of harassment,
the neighbor across the hall began entering and
leaving his apartment every 10 minutes, slamming
his door loudly on each occasion. This was a daily
occurrence, encompassing periods of several hours,
over a period of several months.
It apparently served to trigger a door-slamming
“chain reaction” on the part of neighbors both on
that floor and on the floors immediately above and
below. When our contact politely asked her
immediate neighbor to close his door more quietly,
he slammed the door in her face. Prior to
commencement of this harassment, that neighbor
had apparently been quite friendly and courteous.
In another case, the primary door-slammer is
an employee of Radix Systems, Inc., Rockville, MD,
a DoD contractor engaged in the “super-secret”
research and development of some type of electronic
equipment.
Several individuals reported recurrent, loud,
strange noises in their ventilation systems during
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the preliminary stages of their harassment. One
individual complained of being recurrently
awakened in the middle of the night by the sound
of wires being fed into his (independent) ventilation
system. On checking further, he found that a
tubular construction had been built into his vent
system which appears to lead to the apartment
upstairs. His upstairs neighbor is employed by the
Department of Justice.
A number of individuals report that occupants
of upstairs and downstairs apartments appear to
follow them from room to room, tapping on the
floor or engaging in other activities which appear
intended to advertise an ongoing surveillance.
The Justice Department employee mentioned
above went so far as to offer an unsolicited apology
to her downstairs neighbor for the all-night “pacing
about” in her bedroom (in the event he had
happened to notice it). She claimed to be an
insomniac. That pacing-about continued during her
recent 36-hour absence from the area. When our
contact politely alerted her to the fact that her
apartment had apparently been entered during her
absence, she told him, in effect, to mind his own
business and then immediately complained to the
building manager that he was stalking her.
She conveniently forgot to inform the building
manager that she had assiduously “courted” this
individual for several months, without success; and
that she had been stealing his newspapers on a
regular basis. (On one occasion, she handed him a
week’s accumulation of those papers, claiming that
they had been left outside the door of another
apartment. Her reason for collecting and saving
newspapers which had not been delivered to her
directly is unknown.)
* Recurrent confrontations by unusually
hostile strangers; and comments by strangers
which appear intended to evoke “paranoid”
reactions.
In this context, we note that several individuals
have reported confrontations with “homeless”
people who, on closer examination, were found to
be fastidiously clean, though garbed in offbeat
fashion (wigs included). The same “eccentric”
confronted two of the individuals in contact with
us, at separate distant locations. He is reported as
having feigned mental illness on both occasions, and
as having apparently enjoyed creating a public
scene.
* Entries into the individual’s residence,
during late-night hours while he-she is sleeping,
and-or during the day when the individual is
elsewhere.
In virtually all such cases, the burglars leave
evidence of their visits, such as by relocating
objects, or by committing petty and not-so-petty
acts of vandalism. In two cases, the burglar’s
“calling card” was to slaughter caged pets, leaving
the mangled carcasses inside their locked cages.
In one case, the burglar stole several pieces of
correspondence and left a packet of crack cocaine
behind as a “calling card”. Our contact in this
case—an individual who has no criminal record and
no history of experimentation with drugs—is also
being harassed (stalked) by a police officer in her
community. One of his recent acts was to “frame”
her with a drug possession charge. After pulling
her off the road (a frequent pastime) and subjecting
her to an illegal search (done twice, so far), he
conveniently managed to find a glassine packet of
cocaine eight feet away, in front of his squad car.
He retrieved the packet with his fingers and then
charged her with Possession. Our contact found
this packet of crack cocaine in her apartment shortly

after this investigator reminded the attorney
handling her case that the police officer had
smudged his only piece of evidence with his own
fingerprints. It would appear that someone is
interested in correcting that police officer’s
oversight.
In another case, the individual reports that a
tremendous amount of money had been stolen from
a hiding place in her apartment, within hours after
she had withdrawn the money from her bank. There
were no obvious signs of entry into her apartment.
The police conducted a cursory inquiry which failed
to produce evidence of a crime worthy of
investigation. (This case is an anomaly. Money is
not usually stolen. Documents appear to be the
preferred objects of theft, when thefts occur.)
In another case, the burglars replaced installed
lightbulbs with “exploding” bulbs, many of which
were Made in Hungary. The lightbulbs are now in
our possession.
* Rapidly deteriorating health, generally of
a digestive nature.
In two of the cases reported, massive rectal
bleeding accompanied the sudden onset of severe
gastrointestinal disturbances. One of these
individuals abruptly terminated the deteriorative
process simply by changing the locks on her door.
* Sleep disruption/deprivation.
This is achieved by means of both overt and
electronic harassment. Sleep deprivation, as a
tactic, invariably surfaces when the targeted
individual begins exhibiting a strong emotional and
irrational response to the other forms of harassment.
* Vandalism of privately-owned vehicles.
Vehicles invite peculiarly ferocious attacks in
these harassment campaigns—slashed tires, smashed
windows, oil drainage, oil contamination,
destruction of electronic components and batteries
(frequently involving wildly fluctuating, grounded
fuel gages, often within range of weapons research
facilities and/or other microwave emitters); and
suddenly failed brakes and clutches (possibly
involving anti-traction polymers, which are also in
DoD’s “non-lethal” weapons arsenal). Recurrent
auto thefts have also been reported.
Two individuals reported finding their oil
contaminated immediately after having the oil
changed by reputable mechanics. In one of these
cases, the oil viscosified (thickened) while the
individual was driving through a remote rural area.
Her car ground to a halt. Getting the “gunk”
cleaned out of her engine proved to be an expensive
ordeal. (Viscosification agents are also lauded by
the U.S. Global Strategy Council as serving “nonlethal” strategic purposes—a topic discussed in Part
I of this publication. Had this woman been
assaulted while awaiting help in the said isolated
area, the “non-lethal” attributes of viscosification
agents might have required redefinition).
Most of those who have experienced these
attacks on a recurring basis have abandoned driving
altogether—an objective apparently sought by their
tormentors as a means of increasing the isolation.
* Staged accidents.
The majority of those in touch with us have
reported these types of experiences. One individual,
for example, was tailgated at a high rate of speed
by two vehicles, while concurrently being threatened
with a gun by one of the vehicles’ occupants. Two
others narrowly avoided what appeared to be
deliberately attempted collisions by drivers who
quickly sped away from the scene. One avoided
three attempts in four days at being run off the road.
One survived being run off the road in two incidents
within a one-week period, which resulted in
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“totaling” of her two vehicles. Another narrowly
avoided being crushed into an expressway retaining
wall, on four occasions, by an off-duty metro bus,
as well as, within the same time frame, being
“fried” by two suddenly-malfunctioned household
appliances which subsequently repaired themselves.
It should be noted that, in some of these cases,
“accidental” deaths do occur. One individual in
contact with us reported that his mother drove off
a cliff to her death, during a period when he was
researching evidence that a still-respected, highlevel State Department official had passed A-bomb
secrets to the Soviet Government during World War
II. The accident occurred shortly after her car had
undergone routine maintenance. She was returning
from a dental appointment when the accident
occurred. Witnesses state that it appeared that she
had suddenly stepped on the accelerator before
running off the road. The accident served to
terminate this person’s research project.
We are also currently looking into the recent
death of a woman in Lexington, MO, who was
killed when the brakes on her tractor failed. We
are informed that she had been collecting affidavits
from persons who believe they are the targets of
government harassment and experimentation when
her “accident” occurred. We are also informed that
those affidavits have disappeared.
Suicides might also qualify as “staged
accidents”, particularly where “plausibly deniable”
government involvement has been surfaced. We
are currently looking into the recent suicide of a
man in Trappe, PA, who, as early as 1981, had
asked the FBI and CIA to intervene in his case.
We have copies of that early correspondence. The
man, a former U.S. Army radar technician, had a
highly technical and—given the date of his
correspondence—“precocious” grasp of the
experimental objectives apparently being sought in
his case. It is apparent from his correspondence
that he had wanted to believe that the Soviets were
conducting these experiments. The FBI and CIA,
of course, did not intervene. We are informed that
members of his family have also been targets of
this experimentation.
* Isolation of the individual from members
of his/her immediate family—virtually assured
when highly focused forms of electronic
harassment commence.
The exception to this is when elderly parents
and young children in the family become targets
for apparent purposes of intimidation. This
situation has been reported in eight of our cases, to
date.
One individual (driven to extremes of stress by
ongoing electronic harassment focusing on her
children) killed one child in an effort to protect her
from further pain (The Plain Dealer, Cleveland, OH,
June 28, 1991, p. 4-B [“Psychiatrist Testifies at
Mom’s Hearing”]; November 6, 1991, (“Woman
Ruled Competent for Trial”); and December 21,
1991, p. 4-C (“Ruling Expected Monday on Sanity
of Parma Mother/Woman says she stabbed her 3
children to protect them”). It appears that lasers
were being used in this individual’s case. The
targeting intensified after she called the Soviet
Embassy to report the harassment, which she
believed to be U.S. Government-sponsored. It
became even more deadly when, in a further show
of defiance, she then called a representative of the
Iraqi Government to portray the U.S. Government’s
war in the Middle East as “hypocritical”. She is
now hospitalized in a midwestern psychiatric
facility, where, apparently, the experimentation is
now continuing.
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(That psychiatric facility is in a State where a
disproportionate number of complaints of electronic
harassment are beginning to surface. It is also
within range of a U.S. Air Force base which houses
a “super secret” research facility. We are currently
looking into information that spouses and children
of persons employed on that USAF base may be
the targets of involuntary experimentation involving
directed-energy weapons technologies.)
Another individual, during a telephone
conversation, was told by an employee of a local
power company that, if she valued the lives of her
children, she would drop her public opposition to
the company’s installation of high power lines.
Since receiving that threat, the individual’s 11-yearold daughter has been reduced to extremes of pain,
resulting in her recurrent hospitalization for
treatment of illnesses which cannot be diagnosed.
It is now also apparent to this individual that her
three-year-old son is on the receiving end of
externally-induced auditory input. (DoE figures
prominently in this case.)
* Progressive financial impoverishment,
brought on by termination of the individual’s
employment, and compounded by expenses
associated with the harassment.
The majority of those now in contact with the
Project—educated, white-collar professionals—have
lost their jobs. Termination of employment in many
of these cases involved prefatory harassment by the
employer and co-workers, which coincided with the
other overt forms of harassment discussed above.
These overt harassment tactics are being
described as recurrent, non-sequential and
overlapping. As noted above, the overt harassment
continues even after the electronic harassment
commences.
FAILURE OF “ESTABLISHMENT”
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Those individuals who have tried to resolve
their respective situations through resort to
“establishment” channels have invariably
encountered the following:
* Apathy, indifference and/or professed
helplessness on the part of members of Congress
and state legislatures.
* Dismissal and/or attempted discrediting by
psychiatrists who refuse to include the terms,
“government harassment”, “mind-control
experimentation” and “torture” in their
vocabulary.
Several individuals, thinking that psychiatrists
might help to alleviate the extreme stress associated
with their harassment, were accorded “treatment”
which clearly pointed to cooperation between their
psychiatrists and members of the U.S. Intelligence
community. One such psychiatrist, in fact, bragged
about being a member of the U.S. Intelligence
“inner circle”, informing our contact that her
harassment was a “Pavlovian Experiment”, intended
to “break” her.
* Lack of interest, courage and/or
competency in legal circles.
Few of those in contact with us have been able
to acquire legal assistance—not helped by their
straitened financial circumstances. Most have found
that few attorneys are willing to risk their careers
by pursuing cases involving what is believed to be
government-sponsored
harassment
and
experimentation.
A few attorneys reportedly engaged in egregious
violation of codes of professional conduct, in what
appear to have been deliberate efforts at sabotaging
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our contacts’ cases. Subsequent attempts by two
individuals at obtaining legal redress were met with
stonewalling, obstruction, and high-level denials of
wrongdoing.
* Refusal of mass media to address this topic,
except in those cases where suspected
experimentees have been driven to the point of
committing murder or suicide.
Such cases (particularly where an individual has
claimed to be the victim of CIA-directed mindcontrol involving auditory input) are treated by the
press as “curiosities”. An example of this is the
individual who shot a Navy officer outside the
Pentagon in mid-1991. (The Washington Post, June
1, 1991, p. C-1 [“Voices” Led to Tragedy for 1
Man/Pentagon Suspect’s Mother Says “Institutions
Should Have Held Son”] and December 14, 1991
p. D-3 [“Suspect in Pentagon Killing Is Found Unfit
to Stand Trial”]). He claimed to be a victim of
CIA mind control, involving auditory input.
According to the press, “he worried ‘about being
run over by trains’...” (ref. incident described in
following paragraph). He is now permanently
residing in a psychiatric facility. He, being
institutionalized, and others in the preliminary
stages of his predicament are no longer of interest
to the media.
Another recent case which received short-lived
press attention involved a woman diagnosed as
having “suffered from periods of confusion” who
climbed over a fence onto a railroad track and
walked into an oncoming train. Because the
incident occurred in a community in which an
unusually large number of these mind-control
experiments have been reported, we are looking into
the situation. The woman was reportedly “under a
physician’s care” because of her “periods of
confusion”. A family member described the
physician to this investigator as “a psychiatrist”.
We find that the alleged “psychiatrist” is a General
Practitioner, otherwise non-accredited, practicing
out of his home. We find also that the suicide may
have been witnessed under peculiarly-timed
circumstances by an alleged “homeless” person who
has since disappeared. Needless to say, our interest
has been whetted.
* Refusal and/or inability of local police to
intervene.
The tendency of local police is to dismiss an
individual’s complaints of government harassment
as the ravings of a “fruitcake”. In one case,
discussed above, it is apparent that one police
officer is actively cooperating in the harassment.
Some police agencies, while acknowledging the
reality of the situation, hesitate to intervene in cases
involving what they believe to be U.S. Intelligence.
On a few occasions, certain police officials did
attempt to intervene, based on what they perceived
to be evidence of a systematic harassment/illegal
surveillance campaign. Absent a clear mandate to
prosecute “stalkers” acting under the aegis of U.S.
Intelligence, the police obviously have their hands
tied.
* Refusal of the FBI to intervene in any of
the cases brought to our attention, thus far.
FBI spokesmen do acknowledge that they have
received a large number of requests for assistance
from “mentally disturbed persons” who believe that
they are being “zapped by radio waves” and/or “are
hearing voices”...“from Mars, that is.”
In one case, an FBI spokesman reacted in an
angry, defensive and bizarre fashion when our
contact briefly alluded to PROJECT SLAMMER as
possibly being related to her surveillance.
(PROJECT SLAMMER is a CIA-funded study,

managed by CIA and FBI behavioral scientists,
which explores the “mental make-up” of alleged
security risks, along with their family members and
close associates. Participants in PROJECT
SLAMMER include NSA, DIA, and Army, Navy
and Air Force Intelligence.)
Until PROJECT SLAMMER was mentioned, the
FBI spokesman’s approach in this case was to
politely and redundantly explain that the law, as
currently constructed, prevents the FBI’s intervening
in this individual’s case. When she briefly pointed
out that the surveillance activities might fall under
the purview of PROJECT SLAMMER, the
spokesman’s response was to abruptly and angrily
declaim, “You don’t know who is conducting that
surveillance! You don’t know if that is a state
police surveillance!...or a local police surveillance!
It could be a totally unrelated operation! You don’t
know who is conducting that surveillance! [etc.,
etc.]!”
It was apparent from this response that the FBI
was at least acknowledging the existence of a
surveillance, if in somewhat emotional fashion. The
individual in question subsequently furnished
acquired evidence to the local police, who made it
clear that they are not participants in the
surveillance which, based on the evidence, pointedly
suggests that our contact is the target.
* Refusal or inability of the ACLU and
Amnesty International to intervene.
Both organizations acknowledge receiving many
complaints from persons claiming to be the targets
of some type of electronic harassment. An ACLU
spokes-woman characterized the complainants as
appearing to be rational, except in a few cases. The
complaints are not being investigated, she said,
because of “limited resources”. We have to wonder,
of course, why the ACLU could recently find
resources to defend the rights of prostitutes and the
Ku Klux Klan, yet remains incapable of intervening
in cases such as we are now pursuing.
Amnesty International recently informed one of
our contacts that they could not intervene in her
case because their focus is on the U.S.
Government’s treatment of prison inmates. While
incarceration does appear to be one sought-for
objective in these harassment/mind-control
experiments, we would like to think that protections
by such organizations as Amnesty International can
be achieved beforehand.
[END QUOTING; TO BE CONTINUED]
4/1/93 #1

HATONN

WHAT YOU REALLY WOULD
RATHER NOT KNOW
As we move on into the continuing outlay of
mind-control information, you are going to be
shocked! Even hardened ones who think there
“can’t be more” will find there IS. You will come
to realize that the whole illusion of “alien
abductions” are NOT—they are ongoing
experiments of an ongoing action by your
adversaries right here on old “terra-firma”. What
are you going to do about all this? I really don’t
know. Some of you will come within the Lighted
places of protection by God while severing those
things and contacts which allow these things to take
place. Most, I assume, will go your way
unimpressed—right down the primrose path with the
beast.
You will also find that the 13th Protocol (short
version) of the Protocols of Zion, will also be
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making more and more sense as you see that it has
been accomplished according to their plans for your
citizenry:
“13: We have already established our own
men in all important positions. We must
endeavor to provide the Goyim with lawyers and
doctors; the lawyers are au courant with all
interests; doctors, once in the house, become
confessors and directors of consciences. And,
“15. If one of our people should unhappily
fall into the hands of justice amongst the
Christians, we must rush to help him; find as
many witnesses as he needs to save him from his
judges, until we become judges ourselves.”
Also there is a letter, remember, where a Jewish
Rabbi of Arles in Provence, wrote to the Grand
Sanhedrin, which had its seat in Constantinople, for
advice, as the people of Arles were threatening the
synagogues. What should the Jews do? This was
the reply:
“Dear beloved brethren in Moses, we have
received your letter in which you tell us of the
anxieties and misfortunes which you are enduring.
We are pierced by as great pain to hear it as
yourselves.
“The advice of the Grand Satraps and Rabbis
is the following:
“1. As for what you say that the King of France
obliges you to become Christians: do it, since you
cannot do otherwise, but let the law of Moses be
kept in your hearts.
“2. As for what you say about the command to
despoil you of your goods” (the law was that on
becoming converted, Jews gave up their
possessions); make your sons merchants, that
little by little they may despoil the Christians of
theirs.
“3. As for what you say about their making
attempts on your lives: make your sons doctors
and apothecaries, that they may TAKE AWAY
CHRISTIANS’ LIVES.
“4. As for what you say of their destroying your
synagogues: make your sons canons and clerics
in order that they may destroy their churches.
“5. As for the many other vexations you
complain of: arrange that your sons become
advocates and lawyers, and see that they always
mix themselves up with the affairs of State, in
order that by putting Christians under your yoke
you may dominate the world and be avenged on
them.
“6. Do not swerve from this order that we give
you, because you will find by experience that,
humiliated as you are, you will reach the actuality
of power.
“Signed V.S.S.V.F.F., Prince of the Jews, 21st
Caslue (November), 1489.”

born of an assumption that nobody can stop them.
“Harassees” who have noted this carelessness have
furnished us with the following insights into the
covert side of these harassment activities.
* Impersonation of military officers.
One individual found that her next-door
neighbor had claimed to be a military intelligence
officer, assigned to a space technology unit in
California, on year-long “TDY” (temporary duty)
in the individual’s apartment building. It was
subsequently determined that this alleged officer is
not in fact a member of the U.S. Armed Forces,
and that he had used this bogus status to acquire
information from a major defense contractor. Our
contact is certain that this person’s apartment was
used as a base of harassment operations.
* Use of concealment devices, and emitters
detected to date.
Several individuals and supportive associates
report having seen some of the electronic devices
being used in these harassment campaigns.
One saw electronic equipment concealed inside
a false-front upright piano being moved out of her
apartment building. She had previously noted that
all of her surrounding neighbors had identical
upright pianos in their apartments, not one of which
was ever played.
Other suspected participants in the harassment
may be concealing devices in oversized stereo
speakers, measuring approximately 5' in height x
3' x 3'. Several of our contacts have noted the
presence of such speakers in adjacent dwellings.
One individual was told by a resident of her
building that her upstairs neighbor has “microwave
ovens” in his bedroom and livingroom, but none in
the kitchen.
Another individual, while standing outside,
looked into her neighbor’s window to find that her
bedroom appeared to be the target of a gray-colored,
elongated box-like device, measuring approximately
1' in length x 5" in height (side view). A large,
black-framed lens protruded from the end facing her
window. The electrical cord, if any, was not visible
from that vantage point. The equipment was being
operated by a stranger in a three-piece suit, who
appeared to be quite startled to find that he was
being observed.
Another was given strong reason to believe that
portable emitters are being concealed in oversized,
extremely heavy, sometimes expandable
“briefcases” for use in places of public assembly,
such as meeting halls, auditoriums and restaurants.
Smaller varieties are apparently being used on
aircraft.
On one 3-hour flight, our contact noticed that
the man sitting next to her seemed peculiarly intent
on keeping the attache case on his lap propped open
with his fingertips, while he gazed “blankly” into
the distance during the entire flight. She believed
that she was being electronically harassed while on
the fight (a common complaint, in most of the cases
now being investigated).
Our contact reports that, when they prepared to
land, the man opened his attache case to hastily
check its contents, thus disclosing the presence of
a raised, built-in “concealment device” covering the
entire bottom surface of the attache case. The lowslung, lift-off cover did not appear to be capable
of concealing a laptop computer. At one point
during the flight—apparently aware that his
“reverie” was inviting attention,—the man devoted
approximately ten minutes to scribbling assorted
entries on a sheet of line paper, which he had placed
on top of his briefcase two hours previously. He
devoted roughly ten minutes to the effort (obviously

So this is “just old stuff!”? How interesting
to note that the CIA is now predominantly KGB
(Soviets) and Mossad (Israel Secret Service) and
ALL are branches of the British-Israel EMPIRE.
MICROWAVE HARASSMENT
AND
MIND-CONTROL
EXPERIMENTATION
[QUOTING:]
RELATED COVERT
METHODOLOGIES
The persons engaged in this harassment tend to
become careless, possibly the result of arrogance
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preferring a pen to a laptop computer). His attache
case remained ajar during this process. Jane’s
Security and Co-In [Counter-Insurgency]
Equipment, (Surrey, UK, 1991-92), as a preliminary
source, contains a number of references to attachecase concealment devices, for use in surveillancecommunications operations. The electronic
components are built into the bottom interior of
these cases. Obviously the man just described
could NOT have carried a “microcircuitried”
attache case aboard a U.S. airliner WITHOUT
FIRST CLEARING SECURITY. We are advised
by a former CIA, DDS (Security) employee that
credential-carrying members of U.S. Intelligence
can bypass airport security checks of their carryon luggage.
One individual reports that mobile emitters may
be installed in certain oversized, non-attributable
medical emergency vehicles, possibly for eventual
use in civil disturbances. Her unsuccessful attempts
at following the “medical emergency” vehicle which
had surfaced in her case ended with a high-speed
chase.
The phony military intelligence officer, when
recently moving out of our contact’s apartment
building, was found to possess a device which
resembles an oversized microwave oven, measuring
approximately 4' in width x 2' in height x 2-1/2' in
depth. A subsequent examination of his apartment
revealed that he had tapped numerous additional
lines into existing, in-house telephone and TV
cables; and that he had gone to great pains to
conceal a major excavation into one wall abutting
the “harassee’s”. Judging from photographs taken
immediately after this person’s departure, the wiring
suggests that he was hooked by modem into a
computer network, and that at least some of his
electronic equipment was situated in a large walkin closet, again abutting the “harassee’s”.
When the alleged officer moved out, his
equipment (except for the oversized “microwave
oven”) was packaged in boxes identifying the
contents only as stereo components. During his
year-long residency in this building, no sounds
emanated from his apartment to indicate use of this
“stereo” equipment.
* Use of modified license plates and vehicle
look-alikes.
Some individuals have noted that their
neighbors’ vehicles are periodically replaced (during
peak periods of harassment) by others which qualify
as “rough look-alikes”. The tags on these latter
closely resemble those of the homeowners’ vehicles,
with a difference being noted in only one digit or
one letter. These modified plates appear to have
been acquired through State DMV channels, thus
suggesting government intelligence agency
involvement.
In one case, where the individual has obtained
police assistance, tracking of one plate surfaced
evidence of a drug connection. That plate rapidly
disappeared from the vehicle in question, to be
replaced by another, again bearing a one-letter
modification.
* Use of neighbors’ residences as bases of
operation and training.
One individual recently saw a team of
“technicians” in the house behind hers—a
consequence of the team’s failure to close the
curtains and/or use dim lighting when puttering
around in the kitchen at 5:00 in the morning. The
three men (strangers to this individual, all stripped
down to their T-shirts) behaved as if they were
unaware that they were being watched. Their
observer had long suspected that this house was
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being used as a base of electronic harassment
operations. The harassment had been ongoing
throughout the night.
To provoke a response from these men, the
individual eventually commented by turning the
lights off and switching to the use of flashlights.
Why they failed to close the curtains is unknown.
This individual is working with the police in
an effort at ending this surveillance and harassment,
with mixed results.
8 8 8
Another individual, paying a surprise visit to
the apartment upstairs, overheard one of her own
telephone conversations being played on a tape
recorder inside that apartment. Lacking both a
legitimate pretext to enter the apartment and the
support of the building’s management personnel
and-or the police, she was prevented from pursuing
this further. Her upstairs neighbor is purportedly
employed by Stanford University Hospital, in
Stanford, CA.
The target of surveillance and harassment in this
case is still also trying to recover from the effects
of exposure to potentially lethal doses of radiation,
administered in the 1970s by a dangerously
“incompetent” dentist. This might explain the
involvement of alleged Stanford University Hospital
personnel in her situation.
The government is on record as having
experimented on unwitting U.S. citizens with
radioactive material during the 1970s (and earlier)
(St. Paul Pioneer Press Dispatch, October 15, 1986,
p. 1-A [“U.S. Used Humans for Radiation Guinea
Pigs”].) The House Subcommittee on Energy and
Commerce based their investigation into this matter
on a 30-year accumulation of documents maintained
by the Department of Energy. Under the
circumstances, it will come as no surprise if it is
ultimately found that DoE has been involved in this
woman’s surveillance and harassment.
***
Another individual paid a surprise visit to the
apartment immediately beneath hers, in an attempt to
identify the source of a tremendous racket in her
ventilation system. Standing outside the door, she
could hear an individual moving around, a short
distance from the door. She also heard the sound of
rustling paper and the steady, sonar-like “pinging” of
some type of electronic device. In response to her
repeated knockings on the door, the person inside
simply stopped moving about. The sound of rustling
paper (perhaps a printout of some type) and the steady
“...pin-ng!...Pin-ng!” sound continued. The occupant
of this apartment resumed moving about only after it
was (incorrectly) believed that our contact had
departed the area. Typically, this situation could not
be pursued further.
***
All of those who live in apartment buildings
report unusual patterns of occupancy in the
apartments surrounding their own; i.e., upstairs,
downstairs and on all sides. They have become
quite convinced—if only because of the highly
focused nature of the symptoms being
experienced—that these surrounding apartments are
being used as bases of operation. Perhaps this
encirclement facilitates studies of holographic
human telemetries; or perhaps it is intended to
increase the prospect of brain entrainment by
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electronic means (“entrainment” being one
published objective sought in mind-control
experiments). See, for example, Weinstein, Harvey
M., M.D., Psychiatry and the CIA: Victims of Mind
Control, American Psychiatric Press, Washington,
D.C., 1990; Marks, John, The Search for the
“Manchurian Candidate”: The CIA and Mind
Control, Times Books, New York, 1979; Delgado,
Jose M.R., M.D., Physical Control of the Mind:
Toward a Psychocivilized Society, Harper & Row,
New York, 1969,; and Hutchinson, Michael,
Megabrain: New Tools and Techniques for Brain
Growth and Mind Expansion, Ballantine Books,
New York, 1986.
In examining this situation more closely, a
number of individuals have found that surrounding
apartments are either permanently vacant, for
unknown reasons, or that they have been “sub-let”
by the original occupants to persons who are
purportedly unknown to the buildings’ management
personnel. In one case, the surrounding renters all
list two residences in the local telephone book. Not
one lives in the apartment building in question,
though the address is identified as one of the
renters’ places of residence. One individual
suspects that the original occupants of apartments
surrounding hers have simply been relocated to
other apartments in the same (large) building.
Another suspects that an adjacent apartment, which
has been permanently rented to the U.S.
Government for use by “visitors” is also being used
as a base of operations.
One individual found that an immediate
neighbor’s housemate has the same (unusual) name
of a university professor who has engaged in
extensive research on behalf of the government,
studying the bioeffects of exposure to microwave
radiation.
* Use of informants-agents provocateurs,
frequently members of the opposite sex.
As noted in the U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs’ draft
report, Alyeska Pipeline Service Company Covert
Operation (July 1992), the Wackenhut Corporation’s
Special Investigations Division adopted this tactic
when pursuing Alyeska’s critics.
A number of the individuals in touch with us
report a range of experiences with new “friends”
who—apparently posing as confidants—used
acquired personalities to abruptly end these
“friendships” under deliberately degrading and
humiliating circumstances. When taken in the
context of the ongoing surveillances and harassment,
these exercises appear intended to heighten
emotional trauma, perhaps to provoke an
uncontrolled response and-or to enforce isolation.
* Misuse of covert intelligence personnel
(possible former case officers).
One individual, while under contract to the U.S.
Government, properly reported what he believed to
be an approach by a hostile intelligence service.
Within a few weeks, alleged U.S. Intelligence
officers contacted this individual. In addition to
questioning him about his background, these alleged
intelligence officers asked that he keep in constant
touch with them, particularly when planning to
travel.
It soon became apparent that the alleged
intelligence officers were intent only on forcing this
individual to report to them as directed, and to
account for his activities. He was not asked to
assist the U.S. Government in any form of
intelligence operation; he was not asked to execute
any form of secrecy affirmation statement
acknowledging the classified nature of these

meetings; nor was he told why these meetings—
involving a total of seven alleged case officers—
were necessary.
When he began to balk at a continuation of this
process, one of his “handlers” conveyed a threat,
suggesting that his continued compliance might be
“enforced”. Finally, when this individual adamantly
refused to cooperate further, massive overt
harassment commenced and is currently ongoing.
The operation (clearly intended to bully this
individual into submissive compliance for purposes
which are still unknown) involved crude tactics
formerly prized by the KGB.
Whether or not legitimate U.S. Intelligence case
officers were involved in this activity remains to
be determined. Some private firms retain former
U.S. Intelligence case officers for contracting out
as “security specialists”. The founder and CEO of
one such firm (Girard P. Burke, The Parvus
Company, Silver Spring, MD) has informed us that
the activities of contract case officers are neither
monitored nor subject to formal restraint.
* Use of psychotropic drugs by cooperative
physicians.
Shortly after resigning from the CIA, one of
our contacts underwent a range of experiences
which suggested that she had been massively
drugged. One of the alleged perpetrators, whom
we have met, alternately claims to be employed by
NASA and-or by a firm in Miami, handling
“microwave equipment”. NASA has no record of
this person under the name furnished.
The “experimentee” ultimately sought the
assistance of a psychiatrist, whom her parents had
located as a referral. The psychiatrist treated her
reported “flash-backs” by immediately placing her
on a regimen of Stelazine, which quickly aggravated
her condition. He also made comments to this
individual which suggested that he had a
foreknowledge of her situation, and that he was
cooperating with U.S. Intelligence. On one
occasion the psychiatrist intimated that our contact
might be employable as an assassin; and he
repeatedly urged her to move to Great Britain
where, he said, she would be put in touch with an
unidentified Member of Parliament.
Interestingly, he had a tremendous computer
system in his office suite, which he explained as
being connected by modem into a national level
system which, in turn, connected into private
residences. When showing her this equipment, this
psychiatrist informed our contact that she had been
“CATscanned”, pointing out that she was the subject
of the vast series of “A’s” and “B’s” being printed
out by one of the many terminals at his disposal.
Our contact also found that this psychiatrist kept
a military uniform in his closet which bore the rank
and insignia of a three-star general.
The individual ultimately sought psychiatric
support elsewhere. Her new psychiatrist, formerly
employed by DoD, immediately put her on a
regimen of Haldol Decanoate, Klonopin and
Benzatropine. The combined effect of these drugs
was loss of memory and a state of mind which,
under other circumstances, might be diagnosed as
Depersonalization or Dissociative Disorder. All
three drugs proved to be highly addictive. Our
contact, since severing contact with the psychiatrist
as well, has finally successfully overcome the
addiction.
***
Another individual—the one whose psychiatrist
had informed her of her role in a “Pavlovian
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Experiment”—was subjected to attempted drugging
by Trazodone, one of the strongest sedatives on the
market. The psychiatrist in question kept no record
of the individual’s outpatient visits, nor of her
Trazodone prescriptions. Being unaware that the
individual was not adhering to his regimen, the
psychiatrist urged her to rapidly increase her dosage,
renewing her 30-day prescription after a period of
only 11 days.
Though aware of her heart condition, he failed
to monitor her condition, dismissing her complaints
of (electronically-induced) pains in her heart as
inconsequential. Trazodone is known to aggravate
heart conditions. Perhaps the intent was to have
this individual succumb to a “heart attack” as the
result of “imagined” government harassment.
Neither the appropriate psychiatric society nor the
FBI would touch this case.

beneath the doctors’ offices. The prospect of our
finding Island Resort developments within 500
miles of this attorney’s office is limited.
Our contact, being apprised of these findings,
is seeking medical help elsewhere.
***

In two of our cases, urologists took it upon
themselves to play the role of “psychiatrist”; i.e.,
they rendered psychiatric diagnoses and prescribed
psychotropic drugs. One of these urologists,
employed by The Mayo Clinic in Rochester, MN,
prescribed Haldol, informing our contact that he
perceived her to be “psychotic”. His efforts at
getting a Clinic psychiatrist to confirm this
diagnosis were unsuccessful. The psychiatrist,
apparently a rare individual who subscribes to codes
of medical ethics, found nothing wrong with this
woman, even given the nature of her complaints.
***
The urologist’s response to this was to issue his
Another individual (a clear target of retaliation) own Haldol prescription. Sensing that something
sought medical assistance to counter sudden massive was amiss, the woman refused to have the
headaches and recurrent attacks of vomiting— prescription filled.
effects which can be produced by infrasound. The
***
physician to whom she was referred (an alleged
specialist in Internal Medicine) placed her on a
Yet another individual ended up in the hands
combination of Compazine and Xanax, prescribing
dosages which the Physicians’ Desk Reference of a psychiatrist who, as a purported means of
ending the stress associated with her harassment,
warns against.
Compazine, in addition to being an anti-emetic, offered to put her under hypnosis. She described
is used in the treatment of psychotic disorders. It the hypnotic state as “equivalent to floating” and
can also cause tardive dyskinesia, an irreversible (based on her overall experiences with this
syndrome involving loss of motor control. Xanax physician) has not ruled out the possibility that
is known to induce vomiting. Both drugs can lead drugs may have been surreptitiously administered.
to dependency and a worsening of the patient’s The psychiatrist claimed to be interested in psychic
condition. The effects of all such drugs, in fact, phenomena and demonstrated an apparently
can be mutated in high-energy fields, thus remarkable ability to read this individual’s mind.
While in her “hypnotic state, the individual felt
increasing the likelihood of adverse reactions.
We have recently found that this prescribing a sharp, painful pressure inside her nose, as if
“physician” is not licensed to practice medicine in something were being shoved up her nostrils to the
the state in which she has been practicing since at sinus cavities. She awoke to find blood pouring
out of her nostrils. The psychiatrist casually
least 1989.
Our contact, being concerned about the long- dismissed this as owing to a probable cold. [H:
term effects of Xanax and Compazine, consulted Anyone see the correlation between this and what
another physician in that same office. This is reported in so-called “abductions”? You had
physician immediately prescribed Prozac, failing to best be thinking about these things because
concurrently recommend that her patient discontinue “abductions” are B.S. as far as “space-aliens” are
the Xanax and Compazine prescriptions. When our concerned. I think you ones have NO IDEA how
contact refused to take any psychotropic drugs, the far along your hostile One Worlders really ARE!]
Shortly after that experience, the individual
doctor became upset and asked, “Don’t you want
began to hear loud tones in her head, followed in
to get well?”
This second physician is a licensed practitioner due course by auditory input. Brain scans have
in Internal Medicine, with no background in failed to yield evidence of an implanted device.
Psychiatry. We have also found that she apparently (We have recommended that she undergo a scan
refers her patients to yet a third physician in the by means of a suitably adapted non-linear junction
office who claims to be a psychiatrist. She, too, is detector, as a preliminary.) Suffice it to say, this
licensed to practice Internal Medicine, only. Her individual has severed contact with the psychiatrist
receptionist described this third physician as having and is continuing to cope with ongoing overt and
a psychiatric “sub-specialty”, ... “as an internist”. electronic harassment by other non-medical means.
* Use of medical implant devices.
The receptionist also informed us that this internist
The situation just described is not our first
“is treating a number of psychiatric patients”.
On pursuing this further, we find that these encounter with the apparent use of medical implant
physicians are in a small “medical group” which is devices in these harassment-mind control cases.
not listed by specialty in standard regional telephone Another of our contacts began receiving auditory input
directories. The group bears the same name as one roughly 15 years after she had 4 mm cochlear implants
of the IA’s most infamous recruited physicians placed in her ears. The “voices” claim to be affiliated
(perhaps best described as “the Mengele of with the CIA and, among other things, expressed
intentions of running this woman as an agent in denied
MKULTRA”).
The doctors’ offices are located in a bank areas by “piggybacking” their audio transmissions onto
building, which, we have found, is a favored hiding standard FM frequencies to avoid detection.
We have been unable to locate the surgeon who
place for security-oriented businesses and
government agencies. Two computer firms, co- implanted these devices, though we do have copies
located with an attorney who represents “Island of his operative reports. A recent CATscan of this
Resort Development, Ltd.”, are situated immediately individual failed to disclose the presence of the
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cochlear implants.
Several years ago, the individual (now a
psychologist) applied for a position with the CIA.
She was interviewed by four Langley-based,
purported psychologists, who allegedly informed her
that her job would involve the assessment of certain
criminals for purposes of weighing their prospects
for loyalty to this agency.
During these interviews, she was told to read
several books by such persons as Philip Agee,
Stansfield Turner and Ralph McGehee, all of whom
were unknown to her. The alleged psychologists
claimed that these authors had described the CIA
“as it really is”. Our contact was not asked to
execute a secrecy affirmation statement
acknowledging the classified nature of these
proceedings.
The unconventional manner of this interview
process suggests that this individual was being
toyed with, for reasons which remain to be
determined. She did not get the job and in fact
more recently lost her job with a state penitentiary.
She was fired, on the recommendation of the
prison’s psychiatrist, because of her insistence that
she is receiving auditory input from CIA personnel
who persist in feeding her classified information.
Interestingly, though this individual was deemed
unfit to function as a psychologist in the
penitentiary system, the State has rehired her,
assigning her to a mental health facility where,
apparently, she is to develop a behavioral
modification program for retarded adults with
diagnosed mental illnesses.
This individual claimed to be receiving and
responding to externally-induced auditory “advice”
while working with prison inmates. Under the
circumstances, we have to wonder if this case
qualifies as a benchmark in mind-control
experimentation; i.e., employment of a mind-control
psychologist to run the equivalent of mind-control
experiments on mentally-ill retarded adults. We
will continue to monitor the situation.
[END OF QUOTING]
***
I would guess you are about ready for a break
and a breath for some of you will be “holding” your
breath by this point in the reading. I would also
guess all those nice, warm and cozy thoughts about
aliens, abductions with “devices” and denial of
auditory and sensory implications and bombardment
will be sinking in a bit as to the REAL CULPRITS
of downfall of a civilization at the hands of the
One World Order. So be it.
4/1/93 #2

HATONN

MICROWAVE HARASSMENT
AND
MIND-CONTROL
EXPERIMENTATION
[QUOTING:]
CONTACT REPORTS,
CONTINUED
The individual whom we previously identified
as having challenged a local power company also
appears to have been “tagged” by some type of
implant device. During a recent symposium, she
was approached by a man whose business card
identifies
him
as
“Program
Manager,
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Electromagnetic Radiation Division”, DoE. His
approach was suitably sympathetic. Our contact
ultimately accepted the man’s invitation to continue
discussing their common ranges of interest in his
hotel room. During this meeting, she accepted the
offer of a drink, blacked out after consuming it,
and awoke four hours later, still in this man’s hotel
room, to find that the back of her ear had been
punctured and was bleeding. There was no evidence
of a sexual assault. The man glibly evaded this
woman’s requests for an explanation. She has since
found two adjacent puncture marks behind her ear,
which are not healing properly, and between which
she can feel the presence of a “wire” measuring
approximately 1/4" in length. We are pursuing this
further.
The said DoE Project Manager has more
recently initiated contact with yet another activist
in touch with this Association. His call was
unsolicited. He apparently wanted to know if this
woman would be attending an upcoming conference.
We have warned the individual to avoid any form
of private meeting with the said Project Manager.
***
To date, we are aware of three cases involving
clandestine behavior on the part of alleged DoE
employees. The CIA figures prominently (if
peculiarly) in the majority of our other cases. Two
of those have been discussed above.
In another, also involving auditory input, the
individual is certain that the current Director of
Central Intelligence (DCI) participated in the “voice
transmission” process on at least one occasion. She
claims to have recognized his voice. When she
commented aloud on the DCI’s perceived
involvement in this experimentation, the “voice”
responded with stuttered and stammered denials.
We are told that this particular “voice” has not been
heard from since.
***
In yet another case involving auditory input, the
individual has allegedly been informed by her
“voices” that the technologies being used against
her were stolen from the CIA by a maverick
employee, whose group is now targeting her from
a distance of 2,000 miles. She reported this to the
DCI’s office and was allegedly informed by the
deputy DCI that she will be awarded millions
of dollars if she can produce the equipment
and any of the personnel involved in her
harassment.
One unusually-candid CIA spokesman
also allegedly informed this individual that,
“while the CIA does not deny having this
equipment”, they “do not use it in this
country”. Perhaps this explains why a
number of our contacts have also been
electronically harassed while traveling
overseas.
This woman has also been repeatedly
assured by CIA DDS (security) personnel of
the Agency’s sincere concern for her welfare.
During a recent telephone conversation with
that Office, we confirmed that she is indeed
known to the CIA. Based on this, we asked
that the Agency “put its money where its
mouth is”, so to speak, by conducting a longterm electronic sweep of this individual’s
premises. That was two months ago. No
sweep has been conducted, though CIA
spokesmen continue to “sympathize” with her
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predicament.
***
Another individual, a target of harassment and
experimentation since 1952 (apparently singled out
because of his student activism while at Penn State
University) began hearing “voices” after having
most of his teeth capped. He has more recently
been informed by his “handlers” that implanted
devices are no longer used for purposes of inducing
auditory input. No explanation was offered. He
was quite visibly surprised when informed by this
investigator that auditory input can be achieved
solely by means of pulsed microwave audiograms
(discussed in Part I of this report).
This individual’s “handlers” allegedly have also
stated that their experiments on U.S. citizens are in
pursuit of a variety of objectives; viz.,
l. develop an effective means for creating a
perfect, “robotized” soldier;
2. alter individual sexual preferences, such as
by turning heterosexuals into homosexuals (they
allegedly claim to be having “difficulties”
reversing the process); and
3. enhance or destroy levels of academic
achievement, at will, such as by degrading the
performance of otherwise brilliant students, and
by drastically improving the performance of poor
students.
Given the technology at the government’s
disposal and a predisposition on the part of certain
governmental agencies to “play God” in
experimental fashion with citizens’ lives, these
purported projects do not come across as being
totally far-fetched.
***
Another case involves a woman whose
experiences suggest that she, too, is an MKULTRA
experimentee being kept on the books, so to speak.
The woman, apparently a “pet” experimentee, found
herself being introduced to a wide array of
prominent individuals whose connections with the
CIA she believed to be quite apparent. One of
those, she states, was Robert Jay Lifton, a wellknown author and expert on brainwashing, whose
books include The Nazi Doctors: Medical Killing
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and the Psychology of Genocide (Basic Books,
1986).
Her experiences included a voluntary
(“referral”) admission to Hollywood Hospital,
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, in 1973,
during an era when MKULTRA experiments at the
Allan Memorial Institute, McGill University,
Montreal, Canada, were only beginning to capture
the attention of the U.S. Senate. According to a
Vancouver Sun archivist, Hollywood Hospital, Ltd.
(a privately-owned institution), went out of business
in 1975, two years after this woman’s
hospitalization and after approximately 30 years of
doing business. The event coincided with findings
by the U.S. Senate Church Committee concerning
the CIA brainwashing experiments under
MKULTRA. Our contact also identified the
Director of Hollywood Hospital as Dr. Ross
MacLean—information also confirmed by the
Vancouver Sun. Nothing in these records, copies
of which are being obtained, points to CIA
involvement with the hospital. Perhaps a portion
of history has been overlooked. Cornell Medical
Center’s role in MKULTRA is a matter of public
record (See, for example, Thomas Gordon, Journey
Into Madness: The True Story of Secret CIA Mind
Control and Medical Abuse, Bantam Books, New
York, 1989).
More recently, in 1990, she was transported to
New York University’s Cameron Medical Center,
in Westchester, NY (under circumstances which
qualify as an abduction), where she was forcibly
wrestled to the ground by approximately six Center
staffers and forcibly confined for a period of
approximately three weeks. She was neither
psychiatrically counseled nor formally tested while
in that facility. The psychiatrists assigned to her
case appeared more intent on forcing her to take a
combination of neuroleptic drugs, to include Haldol,
Navane and Cogentin. (Haldol and Navane can
cause tardive dyskinesia.) She resisted those
attempts.
[H: Does anybody remember what happened
to Mr. Bush when he was on similar drugs and
visited the Japanese for a nice “pass-out” dinner
and collapse?? Is all this making more sense
now to you, chelas? Where do YOU think we
are in the state of evolvement to the New World
Order and the Armageddon of ancient
predictions?]
A court ultimately ordered this woman released
from the Center, stipulating that
she was not to be administered
drugs.
On subsequently
acquiring her medical records,
under
conditions
which
prevented censoring or doctoring
of those records, she found that
her psychiatrists had planned to
inject her with drugs (in defiance
of the court order) on the day of
her release. As luck would have
it, she was released a day early.
This woman states also that
she has met Budd Hopkins, of
the Intruders Foundation, and
that she had had a long-term,
confiding relationship with
John E. Mack, Professor of
Psychiatry, Harvard Medical
School, and founding Director
of the Center for Psychological
Studies in the Nuclear Age
(previously named Research
Program for the Study of Human
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Continuity; and, still previously, rumored to have
cooperated with the CIA in studies of “human
ecology”).
At one point in their relationship, Professor
Mack apparently accompanied this woman to a
“support group” meeting of UFO abductees, who,
she observed bemusedly, “spent their time
comparing (extraterrestrially) implanted devices.”
Professor Mack is ON RECORD AS
PROMOTING the perception that UFO
ABDUCTIONS ARE LEGITIMATE. The Roper
Organization, Unusual Personal Experiences: An
Analysis of the Data from Three National Surveys,
(Bigelow Holding Corp., Las Vegas, NY, 1991).
Contributors lending “credibility” to this publication
include John Mack and Budd Hopkins.
[H: If you are not scared spitless by this time,
chelas, THERE IS SOMETHING SERIOUSLY
WRONG WITH YOU!]
***
We frankly doubt that extraterrestrials who have
a means to commute intergalactically would stoop to
implanting comparatively primitive devices in human
beings. However, should it be proved that the
psychiatrist, surgeon and DoE Project Manager
discussed above are extraterrestrials posing as humans,
we will be happy to weigh that information. [H: NOT
LIKELY, GOOD BUDDIES.] If it is similarly
established that the vehicular “abduction” of the
woman discussed above was the work of an
extraterrestrial named Kaplan, who is posing as a
human with Cornell Medical Center connections, we
will be happy to ponder that as well. [H: Hot dog!
Now, finally, we are beginning to get some truth
and perspective into this nonsense. This DOES tell
you, however, that “they” are ready to spring a
“biggie” on you very, very soon because they are
softening you up to believe anything. Dharma sits
here right now with a folder from Paramount
Pictures regarding FIRE IN THE SKY. (By the
way, it was sent to George Green for his
comments—NOT MINE!) So what are we to
think? Sorry, watchers, it is a fun story but it
“ain’t extraterrestrials”!]
In the meantime, it would seem reasonable that
the government would want the public to believe that
extraterrestrial visitations are on the upswing. Mindaltering drugs, externally-induced auditory input,
holographic projections (also a DoD capability),
appropriately focused directed-energy targeting, device
implantations, special effects and abductions are all
within this government’s capabilities and can be used
for purposes of creating illusions of UFO experiences.
Persons not cognizant of this might be more inclined
to fall for the UFO mythologies now being officially
“legitimized”. (Defense Week, October 19, 1992, Vol.
13, No. 41 pp. I and II [“Pentagon, State Department
Collaborate on Counterterror Gear”].)
[H: Does this mean there are not any nice cute
aliens running around or flying around or just
hanging around? No—it means that we are of a
higher intelligence and DO NOT PLAY STUPID
TRICKS WITH PRIMITIVE IDIOTIC B.S. YOU
HAVE BEEN “HAD”, PEOPLE!—EVERY WAY
INCLUDING UPSIDE DOWN!]
***
Other cases, possibly involving U.S. Navy
Intelligence, NSA, the Drug Enforcement Agency
(DEA) and, peripherally, members of former Soviet
Bloc intelligence services will be discussed in future
reports.

HARASSMENT
OBJECTIVES

THE
“STALKER” PHENOMENON

In his book, Psychiatry and the CIA: Victims of
Mind Control, Dr. Harvey Weinstein quotes the
following passage from a book entitled, Battle for the
Mind: A Physiology of Conversion and Brainwashing,
by William Sargant (Greenwood Press, Westport, CT,
1957):
“By increasing or prolonging stresses in various
ways, or inducing physical debilitation, a more
thorough alteration of the person’s thinking processes
may be achieved. ...If the stress or the physical
debilitation, or both, are carried one stage further, it
may happen that patterns of thought and behavior,
especially those of recent acquisition, become
disrupted. New patterns can then be substituted, or
suppressed patterns allowed to reassert themselves; or
the subject may begin to think or act in ways that
precisely contradict his former ones.
“ ‘...If a complete sudden collapse can be produced
by prolonging or intensifying emotional stress, the
cortical slate may be wiped clean temporarily of its
more recently implanted patterns of behavior, perhaps
allowing others to be substituted more easily.’ ”
Dr. Weinstein then comments: “The parallel with
(Dr. Ewen) Cameron’s theory of differential amnesia
is striking, and the relationship to brainwashing is
abundantly clear.” (Op. cit., Weinstein, pp. 140-141)
Dr. Cameron, employed by McGill University’s Allan
Memorial Institute in Montreal, Quebec, Canada,
between 1943 and 1964, conducted brainwashing
experiments upon select, non-volunteer psychiatric
patients on behalf of the CIA. Dr. Weinstein’s father
was one of Cameron’s victims.
Sargant’s theorems and Cameron’s associated
experimental findings appear to be the driving
force behind the harassment and experimentation
now being reported to this Association. All of
these individuals are being subjected to a series
of overlapping circumstances which apparently
are meant to induce and sustain long-term
extremes of stress. All of these individuals have
been effectively isolated. Unethical psychiatrists
and physicians are involved in the majority of
these cases. Mind-altering prescription drugs are
being used for clearly non-therapeutic purposes.
Evidence of LSD use is also beginning to surface
(one of Cameron’s favored mind-altering
substances). And “psychic driving” techniques—
Cameron’s pet brainwashing method—are
involved in all of these cases, to a much greater
and more potentially effective degree where
auditory input is involved.
The long-term objectives of these harassment
and experimentation campaigns appear to be
quite fundamental; viz.,
1. induce a sense of perverted “loyalty”
toward the very agencies engaged in the
individual’s harassment, to confuse his or her
priorities where the possibility of obtaining
legal redress might be concerned;
2. redirect the targeted individual’s feelings
of hopelessness, anger and frustration toward
racial and ethnic groups, and toward select,
prominent political figures, to include the
President of the United States; and
3. force the individual to commit an act of
violence, whether suicide or murder, under
conditions which can be plausibly denied by
the government.
An operation’s ultimate success apparently
hangs on this latter objective. We have
successfully obstructed this process in a number
of cases now being investigated.

In recent weeks, considerable publicity has been
given the trauma suffered by victims of “stalkers”
(persons who obsessively surveil, harass and, in some
cases, kill targeted individuals for assorted,
unfathomable reasons). Movie stars who have been
stalked recurrently make the news. Stalking, as a
problem, is in fact becoming widespread, to the point
where, in some States, the activity has finally been
specifically proscribed by law.
The individuals in contact with our Association are
reporting the same terrifying ranges of experiences as
are now being reported in the press on behalf of other
victims of stalkers. The only difference in the cases
reported to us is that the stalkers operate in groups
over extremely prolonged periods of time, and (it would
appear) with the blessing of certain agencies of the U.S.
Government. The laws being passed to protect victims
of stalkers are clearly being selectively applied. We
hope to put an end to this situation; that is, in addition
to achieving the objectives discussed above.
It should be noted that the FBI, though unwilling
to intervene in the cases described above, recently
intervened on a massive scale to protect Joy
Silverman, a Bush-appointed trustee of the J.F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, from the
ardent “stalkings” of her estranged paramour, Sol
Wachtler, Chief Justice, Court of Appeals for the State
of New York. (The Washington Post, November 10,
1992, p. A-I [“An Unlikely Suspect for Scandal; Top
N.Y. Judge Accused of Breaking Law in Secret Life”].)
[H: Please note that this story is recently making
big news, still.]
Wachtler had apparently threatened to kidnap
Silverman’s daughter if not paid $20,000. Since no
kidnapping had occurred, and the case qualified merely
as an attempted extortion, a question arises as to why
the New York State Police could not have handled this
investigation. Mrs. Silverman resides in New York.
It would appear that the FBI devoted more than
100 agents and technicians to the effort, resolving the
case within approximately 30 days. On November 7,
1992, the day of his arrest, Wachtler ran a gauntlet of
80 FBI special agents on the Long Island Expressway.
Apparently the FBI does not have enough to do, if
staking out a lone stalker is their top priority. We
have to wonder, of course, if the FBI’s massive
response was prompted by what was perceived to be
Wachtler’s usurpation of governmental stalking
prerogatives.
Mrs. Silverman’s $300,000 donations to
Republican Party causes could be considered a basis
for the FBI’s solicitous concern for her welfare. It
would appear, under the circumstances, that the
“stalking victims” discussed above—being by now
quite poverty-stricken—should abandon all hope of
FBI intervention in their respective situations. FBI
protection appears to have a price tag, which not one
of our contacts can afford.
[END OF QUOTING]
***
I certainly hope you go forth and spend some
meditation time upon this matter. HERE IS WHERE
YOU ARE TODAY, CHELAS!! THE PICTURE IS
PRETTY SORDID AND BLEAK. IT IS TIME YOU
TURN YOUR ATTENTION TO GOD AND THE
HOSTS OF LIGHTED PASSAGE, FOR THE
TECHNOLOGIES OF THE DAY ARE NOT IN
YOUR FAVOR IF YE DO NOT PAY ATTENTION.
SALU.
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NEWS DESK SPECIAL REPORT

Canada’s Lethal “Paper
Recycling” Program
2/6/90

DR. AL OVERHOLT

CANADA’S
PAPER RECYCLING PROGRAM
From A FAX, 2/2/99: [quoting]
A paper “recycling” program initiated in 1993
by Canada’s Ministry of environment has received
bad reviews by farmers and rural residents.
A farmer in Beaverton, Ontario, Don
Whitcombe describes health issues as a result of
the spreading of paper sludge.
Initially the ministry was using a hormone
replacer called monothenaloxotholete (not sure of
the spelling) this chemical was used to take the
ink off the paper—residents investigated the
chemical and discovered this was a very toxic
chemical. In fact, it was so aggressive that it has
the ability of changing the sex of fish from male
to female. The ministry acknowledged the dangers
and have said that they are no longer using this
chemical and that they are now using an extract
from coconut.
The ministry tried to sell this “recycling idea”
as a “soil benefit program”. It is actually a waste
disposal program.
Reports out of the Department of Health in
Wisconsin demonstrate this process to affect cattle,
cheese, and wheat. Wisconsin’s standards seem to
be a lot higher than ours in Canada. And
ironically 80 percent of wastestream comes from
the States to be recycled here on our farms...and
80 percent goes back to the states.
We seem to be managing an American
problem!
This process, actually called a certificate of
approval, allows people to spread this paper sludge
material on farmland. It comes up for renewal this
week. It is very likely it will be renewed again
though.
The way the Ministry has sold this idea to
farmers is this: The farmer is given this material
made out of clay, paper fiber, lime and water.
The also give the farmer an amount of nitrogen to
break this stuff down and of course, fertilizer
(what farmer doesn’t need fertilizer?). One farmer
was offered $17-thousand worth of fertilizer free
plus this material, an offer he couldn’t refuse.
$17-thousand is big bucks for a farmer here in
Ontario.
(The way the Ministry gets away with not
disclosing their contents of the material is that
they are giving the material to the farmers. If they
were shelling it then they would have to tell them
what they are getting.)
The health effects are evident in the areas that
process the paper sludge. Many times the sludge
is being spread where the cattle are still grazing
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in the field.
Without a doubt the ministry will be granted
another renewal of this program.
I’ll keep my ears open .
Please review releases to follow.
PRESS

RELEASE

February 1, 1999
HEATH RISK FROM PAPER
SLUDGE UNDER REVIEW
Farmers and rural resident are complaining
about health problems related to the spreading of
paper sludge on farm fields. “When they spread
it on the fields near me I can feel my lungs close
up,” said Don Whitcombe, who runs a tree nursery
and landscaping business in Beaverton. “My
daughter has asthma, and she really suffers.”
Residents are describing their symptoms in letters
to the Medical Officer of Health in their district
in order to document health problems they believe
are related to the “Soil Enrichment” program run
by Atlantic Packaging and Courtice Auto
Wreckers.
But the concern about health risks is not
limited to breathing problems. Chemicals in the
sludge are also a concern. This paper-mill sludge,
the waste from the Atlantic Packaging paper mills
in Scarborough and Whitby, contains calcium
carbonate, short paper fibers, kaolin clay, ink and
dye residues and chemicals used in deinking and
processing. It also contains dioxins which are
some of the most toxic chemicals known to man.
In a letter to the Ministry of the Environment
Dr. Alex Hukowich, Medical Officer of Health for

Haliburton, Kawartha, Pine Ridge district,
questions the Ministry assumptions when it comes
to dioxins. “I believe the Ministry’s position
should be to carefully examine the amounts of
such substances (PCB’s and dioxins) which
continue to be released into the environment in an
effort to reduce the amount and to determine the
potential for or actual degree of contamination of
the food chain so as to decrease human exposure.”
Recent such tests from the Ministry of the
Environment determined that the laboratory used
by the mill was not using acceptable methods of
dioxin detection. Ministry officials found that the
real levels of dioxin were far higher than those
reported by the mill. Ministry audits revealed a
level of 3.5 parts per trillion total toxic
equivalents. While this amount of dioxin is within
current Ministry standards, it is above the levels
reported for average Ontario farm soil. Dioxins
are persistent organic contaminants and they tend
to accumulate in the soil. Rural residents would
like to see a dioxin audit of farms that have been
receiving sludge for the past five years.
Health risk assessments from the Department
of Health in Wisconsin demonstrate that a
significant cancer risk is associated with grazing
livestock on land that contains more than 0.5 parts
per trillion of dioxin. Since most of the human
exposure to dioxins comes from food sources,
especially meat and milk. Pastures and application
of paper sludge may be creating unacceptable
risks.
Townships have also expressed concern about
the lack of research from the company. Brock
town council has asked for testing for health
impacts such as asthma as a condition of the
program. Manvera Township has written to the
Ministry about pasture land application and stated
that they “STRONGLY OPPOSE the spreading of
paper sludge on agriculture lands in our
municipality as this is NOT considered to be a soil
enhancement program”
The ministry of the Environment will decide
whether to renew the program sometime this week.
For more information call: Lynn Sproule, 705432-2135. [End quoting]
Anytime the “elite” are allowing this in
Canada don’t be surprised if it is being done in
other places in the world.
This sounds like mass destruction of farmlands
to me or why would they be paying the farmers
to do it? The “elite” aren’t known to give us
something free if they know it is good for us in
any way. Think about it!

Congratulations
It’s A Miracle!
Claudia and John’s daughter, Alysia, delivered a healthy baby boy,
Robert Francis, on Sunday February 7, 1999 at 7:52pm. He is 7lb 2oz
and 21 inches long. Since Claudia & Alysia are my “vast” newspaper
production staff, and since Sunday is an important paper production
day, you can imagine how much of a miracle this week’s paper is. I
think a new journalist was anxious to join the team! Wish Alysia and
proud father Jeff congrats % CONTACT’s mailing address. —E.Y.
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Rise Of Antichrist Vols. 1-4
THERE IS NOTHING THAT THE INTERNATIONAL JEW FEARS SO MUCH AS THE TRUTH, OR ANY
HINT OF THE TRUTH ABOUT HIMSELF OR HIS PLANS. AND, AFTER ALL, THE ROCK OF REFUGE AND
DEFENSE, THE FOUNDATION OF ENDURANCE FOR JEW OR GENTILE MUST BE THE TRUTH.
THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO CHANGE THIS CIRCUMSTANCE UPON YOUR WORLD AND TURN ABOUT INTO
GOODNESS—BUT YOU MUST FIRST LEARN AND KNOW WHAT IS THE FUNDAMENTAL TROUBLE OR WRONG
INVOLVED. ONLY THEN CAN YOU “FIX” THAT WHICH IS BROKEN OR CORRECT THAT WHICH IS WRONG.

RISE OF ANTICHRIST

RISE OF ANTICHRIST

RISE OF ANTICHRIST

VOL. 1

VOL. 2

VOL. 3

$6.00

198 Pages

#227

$6.00

I would like the next series of Journals to be
listed as RISE OF ANTICHRIST.
What will I use to kick off this next information? Some Essays on Antichrist as offered by
Rev. Charles E. Coughlin. If you know of him,
fine; if not, never mind. He served well, he understood, and he can have what rest can be gained
by his work’s purpose and his alliance with God.
You will NOT find this book available anywhere,
probably, so don’t waste your time searching.
This was sent to us to assist Dharma in her own
work, by excellent summarizing which gives YOU
published backup and confirmation. Is it not
amazing
how
“when the student
is ready, the
teacher appears” ?
And, isn’t it wondrous that when
we are ready to begin a new and
touchy topic—the
information flows
like a fountain from
the mountain?
Some topics:
•Killers
Of
Women And Children!
•Sananda: It Is
Time To Awaken
From The Lie
•Vatican
III
Quickly Needed
•War In The
Heavens
•War On Earth
•The Militiamen
•The Mystical
Body Of Satan In
Action
•Bill Clinton
And
The
Rockefellers
•Jerry Falwell,
Christian?

207 Pages

#228

This Journal concludes the Rise Of Antichrist
Essays begun in Vol. 1 of this series and
introduces a 3-part series entitled Plot and
Plotters, Anti-Gentilism. Also in this Journal we
begin the series entitled GLOBAL PARASITES—
reprinting the information presented in The
Dearborn Independent in the 1920s entitled The
International Jew.
Some Topics:
•The Great Betrayal
•The Jew In Character And Business
•Jewish History In The United States
•The Last Ends Of Masonry

RISE OF
ANTICHRIST

AV
AI
LA
BL
E

NO
W
!

A Series

BY
GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
A PHOENIX JOURNAL

$6.00

201 Pages

#229

In this Journal we continue the series entitled
GLOBAL PARASITES [Parts 7-14]—reprinting
the information presented in The Dearborn
Independent in the 1920s entitled The International
Jew and other related topics.
Some Topics:
•Vince Foster; More Zipper Update?
•Princess Di
•Anti-Semitism—Will It Appear In The U.S.?
•Patriot Groups And Biological Agents
•Jewish Question Breaks Into The Magazines
•Clinton Hoodwinked On Iraq Disinformation
Campaign By Mossad
•Arthur Brisbane Leaps To The Help Of Jewry
•Does A Definite Jewish World Program Exist?

RISE OF ANTICHRIST
$6.00

VOL. 4

227 Pages

#230

In this Journal we continue the series entitled
GLOBAL PARASITES [Part 15-24]—reprinting
the information presented in The Dearborn Independent in the 1920s entitled The International Jew.
Some Topics:
•“Jewish” Plan To Split Society By “Ideas”
•Did The Jews Foresee The World Wars
•“When Prophets Speak”
•Is The Jewish “Kahal” The Modern “Soviet”?
•How The “Jewish” Question Touches The Farm
•Does Jewish Power Control The World Press?
•Does This Explain Jewish Political Power?
•The All-Jewish Mark On “Red Russia”
•Jewish Testimony In Favor Of Bolshevism
Why don’t the Jewish controllers make
a big play for shutting down such as
CONTACT and these Journals? One major
reason is that there have been so many
years of publicity on their activities via
these routes that any assault NOW would
end up with worldwide attention to the
work in progress, namely, giving away
their secret PLANS.
A major court
confrontation would undo THEM, not us,
this time.
—HATONN
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New Gaia Products
Order by Mail

1999

Order Form

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
(Please Print)

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
When
ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.
**

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND
MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

GAIANDRIANALIQUID
AQUAGAIA

16 oz.
32 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

(Mitochondria)
LIQUID

GAIALYTE

1 liter
2 liters

KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE

1 liter
2 liters
16 oz.

KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.
by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals

ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
NONI
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
ALOE JUICE Whole Leaf Aloe

S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 16.95

90 CAPSULES

$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00

30 CAPSULES

(CRANBERRY-APPLE)

SUPER OXY
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD
Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++

2 oz.
2 oz.

$ 20.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00

32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.

PRICE

Item

GAIACLEANSE KIT

$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”

$260.00

NICOTINE___

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

STARCH___

SUCROSE___
○

○

○

○

○

$ 6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
✴ GAIASPELT

(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

(Pure Spelt)

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Available
$

3.50

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$
5.00
$ 12.50

✴

○

15.00
No Longer

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS
ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

RED LENTILS

50-LB BAG

$1100.00

No Longer Available

TOTAL

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.

New Gaia Products SUB TOTAL

money orders payable to:

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

Please make all checks and

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas
NV 89126

$ 80.00

$

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order
form) WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

Qty. Amount

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00

2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

$ 18.00
$18.00
$ 20.00
$ 22.00
$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$ 96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

1 quart

Qty. Amount

$ 22.00
$ 24.95
$ 21.00
$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

60 CAPSULES

Vera Concentrate
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

(CHERRY-BERRY)

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
$ 40.00
$ 20.00
$ 40.00
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 3.50
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 18.00

SHIPPING & HANDLING

SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extra—see right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET—ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000—DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT

73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ’EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL—THE RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL—AN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
“AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER” (The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1;
223. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 2;
224. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3;
225. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 4
227. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 1;
228. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 2;
229. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 3;
230. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 4

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)
UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

CONTACT:

PLEASE NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix Source
Distributors are NOT the
same! Checks sent for
JOURNALS or book orders
should NOT be made out to
CONTACT—and
vice versa.

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
805-822-0202

THE PHOENIX EDUCATOR
is published by
CONTACT, Inc.
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Phone: (800) 800-5565

SUBSCRIPTION RA
TES
RATES
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 1-800-800-5565.
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: U.S. For Foreign subscriptions call or write for shipping charges.

S INGLE S UBSCRIPTIONS

Editorial Policy
Opinions of the CONTACT contributors
are their own and do not necessarily reflect
those of the CONTACT staff or management.

U.S.

Qty OF ISSUES

U.S.

13 ISSUES

$30

26 ISSUES

$60

$40
$80

52 ISSUES

$110

$150

w/ENVELOPE

Q UANTITY S UBSCRIPTIONS

CAN/MEX FOREIGN Qty OF ISSUES 10 COPIES 25 COPIES 50 COPIES 100 COPIES
$40

$45

13 ISSUES

$95

$125

$160

$275

$80

$90

26 ISSUES

$190

$250

$320

$550

$170

52 ISSUES

$380

$500

$640

$1,100

$150

BACK ISSUE RA
TES
RATES
Miscellaneous copies of individual back issues are $3.00 each copy
Shipping is included in the price for U.S. orders
Foreign please call or write for additional shipping charges

As an adjunct to CONTACT, the
Telephone Hotline keeps you as
informed as possible on current
events and other important
information that needs to get to our
subscribers before our publishing
date.
The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there are any
new messages for that day, and after
4 rings if not. Thus daily callers can
hang up after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has been
recorded. If the Hotline does not
answer your call, then there is
currently no Hotline message.

